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The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Rockland Rotary Club, which re was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
A service flag, honoring 35 men
ceived its charter in November, 1924, was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. affiliated1 with the Littlefield Me
held its second past presidents’ These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
meeting Friday at the Thorndike
Hotel. The first such meeting was
in May, 1941.
Maurice F. Lovejoy, president,
opened the meeting, and following

of

guests,

Lieut.
George W. Kittredge, U.S.N., and
Lieut. Edgar Smith, US.C.G., and
visiting Rotarian, Charles A. Hol
introduction

HE’S OUT ON A LIMB

den of Hanover, N. H., turned the
meeting over to Edwin L. Brown.

Mr. Brown gave a brief sketch
of the early days of the club, men
tioning that charter night was held
Nov. 21, 1924, and that the club
starting with 23 members, was the
first international club organized in
this section of the State. Th<
present membership is 60.
Arthur L. Orne read the list of
charter members, and Louts A
Walker read the list of deceased
active and honorary members. Six
of the 23 charter members are de
ceased and the total number de
ceased, both active and honorary
is 18. Honorary members at pres
ent are, William A Glover, Harry
O. Gurdy and Albert P. Blaisdell
Joseph E. Blaisdell read the list
of presidents and Dr. Neil A. Fogg
gave a fine tribute to the late Dr
Walter M Spear, first president
who served the club until 1327, and
then impressively reviewed the Ro
tary cod? of ethics.
Charles W Sheldon and Thomas
C. Stone spoke briefly and the
closing remarks were by Rev. John
Smith Lowe. D. D. Other presi
dents, not now on the membership
list, Raphael S. Sherman, Joseph
Emery and Dr. James P. Kent, were
present at the meeting, guests of
the club.

' »■

Two of the club's presidents. Dr
Spear and Melvin E. Wotton, are
deceased. Active past presidents
Dr. Alvin W. Foss, Alan L. Bird
Dr. Walter P. Conley and Homer
E. Robinson, were not present Fri
day.
Allan F McAlary led the club
singing, with Albert S. Adams at
the piano. High School students,
Anson Olds and Barrett Jordan
junior members for the month of
November, were present.
The list of presidents, with years
they served:
1924-27
Walter M. Spear, M. D.,
1927- 28
Raphael S. Sherman,
1928- 29
Joseph Emery,
1929- 30
Edwin L Brown,
1930- 31
Hcmer E. Robinson,
1931- 32
Alvin W. Fess, M. D ,
1932- 33
Melvin E Wotton,
1932- 33
Charles W. Sheldon.
1933- 34
Alan L. Bird,
193435
Walter P. Conley,
1535-36
James P Kent D O.,
1936- 37
Arthur L. Orne
1937- 38
Neil A Fcgg, M. D ,
1938- 39
Lcuis A. Walker,
1939- 40
John S. Lowe, D. D„
1940- 41
Joseph E. Blaisdell,
1941- 42
Thomas C. Stone,
1942- 43
Maurice F. Lovejoy,

Scallops move through the water
by opening and clapping their shells
together.

WEDNESDAY, 11.30 p.m.

MIDNIGHT SHOW
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FISH AND GAMERS WERE HAPPY

ISSUE

Volume 97............ Number 107.

The Black Cat

Banner Meeting Received New Members and
Heard Reports on Salmon and Pheasants

—Granite State Solon Spoke

morial Baptist Church, or mem
bers of the community served by

[EDITORIAL]

FOUR CENTS A COPT

TUESDAY

the church, was ledicated at the
evening service, Sunday. Lights ■ ^he stag meeting of tiie Knox goed fishing may be expected. Two
were extinguished and thp .lag County Fish and Game Association ol the fish caught during the past
was spot-lighted when Mrs. Eun’ce held at The Thorndike Hotel Fri- Summer showed excellent develop
King, who has .nree sons in the Qay niglit brought together 80 ment, and it is believed that the
Gorges River will again become the
service, unveiled the llag.
of the outdoor sports, and was a scene of some wonderful fishing.
The program for the
__ evening
____ _ ,
was.
success all the way. thanks to the
“Hank” Henry of Thcmaston
told
how 500 pheasants from the
Prelude;
untiring efforts of President AlHymns—“America lhe Beauti- m<!n “ Youn« and Secretar>' Mur- State Game Farm at Dry Mills had
been liberated in Knox County—50
ful” and “God of Our Fathers. ray Whalen

sr
■

r
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In spite of our dislike for that cowardly
braggart Benito Mussolini, and those who
PITIABLE
strut in his footsteps, we cannot restrain a
PLIGHT
feeling of sympathy for the Italian people,
knowing full well that thousands of them
had no stomach for the present war, and that they would
prefer to have lined up with the Allies if they were to be par
ticipants in it. Things have gone badly for the Italian fight
ing forces almost from the very start. Today they face
ignominious defeat in Africa, and their industrial cities
/which furnish war supplies are being so heavily bombed that
* the citizens are being advised to decamp. This feeling of
terror extends to Rome itself, and turn whichever way they
will the Italian people are facing a most unpleasant even
tuality.
ITALIANS*

A Rockland citizen who desires his
HERE'S A
name withheld visited The Courier-GaWORTHY
zette office yesterday and paid for two six
EXAMPLE
months' subscriptions to be sent to two sol
diers or sailors selected by somebody else.
The matter will receive prompt attention, and is well worthy
of emulation by others who desire to send some holiday re
semblance but haven't the faintest idea of what to select.
If your boy is in the armed service—in the frozen waters of
Iceland or the tropical jungles of the Southern Pacific—he
hankers most for word from home, a one or two page letter
from the folks, maybe, or eight newspaper pages, like The
Courier-Gazette, telling where his comrades are, and all of
the news concerning his home town. A copy of the home
paper is bound to cheer him for many a day.
Next Thursday is Thanksgiving Day
and paradoxical as it may seem it bids fair
to be the most festive occasion in a long
period of years. With the world engaged in
a bloody struggle which may not terminate
for several years, there would not seem to be much occasion
for giving thanks or indulging in joyous revels. If for no
other reason, however, the people of America should be pro
foundly grateful for the glad tidings which are daily coming
over the air—tidings which tell of victories won. and greater
victories which appear to be in the offing. Bold strokes ap
pear to forebode a much earlier ending of the war than had
seemed possible a few months ago. Yes, let’s be thankful.

LET’S
BE
THANKFUL

Recent Allied successes in New Guinea,
VICTORIES on Guadalcanal and in the waters around
IN THE
the Solomons have done more than inspire
PACIFIC
the United Nations with confidence in their
ability to hold the Japanese within the
bounds of their earlier conquests. They have raised the possi
bility of an offensive, or series of offensives, that will really
start the Japanese rolling back toward their native islands.
It is no discredit to the work of the marines on Guadal
canal or to the really superb campaign that General MacArthur has been conducting in New Guinea to say that the
naval actions near the Solomons, particularly the three-day
battle which ended last Sunday, have done most to encourage
the belief that the Pacific tide has turned. Representative
Maas, in his unfortunately timed speech on the Pacific war,
spoke of the Japanese positions there in terms of new con
crete, still soft, but able to harden in time A better analogy
would compare the Japanese bases to a string of beads,
joined by sea power. Each bead has its own strength, but if
the string is cut, if the Japanese navy and merchant marine
are so seriously damaged that communications can no longer
be maintained among the scattered islands, the whole system
w’ill fall apart.
The crescendo of Japanese sea losses, which really began
in the Battle of the Coral Sea. has already reached impressive
proportions. But it would be foolish to believe that more than
a good beginning has been made in the difficult and costly
task of whittling down the Japanese Navy. References to
Jutland, in discussions of the Nov. 13-15 battle, must be ac
cepted with caution. It is true that the total losses in ships
in the Solomons area during those three days were 36, os
against 25 at Jutland. But the former figure includes 12 trans
ports and cargo vessels and only one, or possibly two, capi
tal ships, whereas tho Germans lost two capital ships—a
battleship and a battle cruiser—at Jutland, and the British
lost three battle cruisers.
Morerover, the bulk of the navies of both Germany and
Britain clashed at Jutland. The British mustered 28 bat
tleships, nine battle cruisers, eight cruisers, 19 light cruisers
and 80 destroyers. In proportion to the forces engaged, losses
in the Solomons were, doubtless, far higher than at Jutland.
But in the latter battle the British proved decisively—albeit
at considerable cost—that they could concentrate an over
whelming force against any offensive action by the German
high seas fleet. Since the naval strength of the opposing
powers in the Pacific is far closer to parity than it was in the
North Sea a quarter of a century ago. it can hardly be ex
pected that the Solomons action will have similarly conclu
sive results.—Herald Tribune.

VICTORY DANCE
Wednesday, Nov.’25

Renewed interest in the organi of them at Vinalhaven—and ex
Whose Almighty Hand;”
zation was indicated by 33 applica pressed/ surprise that no banded
Scripture—Psalm 46 Miss Ruth tions for membership. The new birds had been reported.
Kcmmond;
“I don't believe that the foxes
members are:
1'
Announcements and offering, Al
Dr. Dana S. Newman. Walter L. killed them.” said Mr. Henry, “for
vin Norton;
Kaler, Charles F. Cargill. Ralph E. the pheasants are foxy birds them
Song—-“The Ped White & Blue,” Slone, Jr., Edward E. Cobb. Rcbert selves.”
*
(By Tlie Roving Reporter)
A show of hands revealed that
Ruth Hammond, Sylvia Hooper ’ l. Perry, Nathan Berliawsky. JoLucv Munro. Arlene Bartlet*. Nor seph Soffayer. George Newbury. there were a dozen or more suc
I walked clown Thomaston’s elm
When Miss Susie Hahn of War
ma Munro. Ruth Dorman.
Samuel Cochrane, B. B. Anthony, cessful pleasant hunters in the ren went into the garden, follow bordered Main stieet the other
Poem—“The Star Spangled Ban Elmer Kaler, Clifford C. Allen. group this season, one of whom ing a recent cold’ spell, to cover n.ght, just as the sun was nearing
ner. Elinor Beal.
Lloyd! A. Jameson. Clayton R. had shot seven birds. Oscar Star her everbearing strawberry plants, the horizon, and beheld a beauti
Prayer. Lucy Munro, for Country. Clarke, John P. Peterson, all of rett had to be content with six.
she was much surprised to find a ful spectacle. Old Sol’s golden rays
Prayer-Hymn, “Gcd Bless Our Rockland; Clayton W. Staples.
President Young reminded the fully developed berry in midsum set the treetops afire, and though
Native Land,” Miriam Dorman.
Samuel Miller. Guy R. Robbins. meeting that the distribution of mer condition. “A Friend” writes completely denuded of their leaves
Salute to American Flag. Alvin Thomas R. MacPhail, Lieut. John the birds had cast the Association to know who can beat that.
those magnificent elms presented a
Norton and Roger Conant.
scene which revealed that of only a
E. Marks, Irving Bracy, Thomas $560, and that was where some of
Solo—“Under Two Flags,” Miri ton Benjamin Barbour. George the dues had gone.
,
Changing her address from Ark- few weeks ago when their Autumn
am Dorman.
Mr. Henry who has been some ville, N. Y„ to the Cherry Lawn foliage was aglow. Sunday night
Leonard, Warren; Geo. R. Doak.
Poem—“The
Banner
of the Belfast; Wesley B. Mitchell, Port thing of a globe-trotter in his day, School, Darien, Conn., Mrs. Ken I repeated my walk at the same
Cross.” Violette Gerrish.
John F. Murley, John Salvador. expressed the opinion that the neth George sends “special regards hour, and saw every house on the
Prayer—Arlene
Bartlett. for Fairhaven, Mass.; Jerry Hejduk, pheasants had done better in to The Black Cat and This and Georges River road afire—at least
Church and all churches.
that was the impression conveyed
Sherburne Eaton. New York City, Maine than they did in New York That” We’re grateful.
Salute to Christian Flag , Wil and John Dallett, Weston, Conn
State where he lived for a num
by the reflected glow of the set
liam McLellan and Roger Conant.
ting
sun.
Thomaston residents
ber
of
years.
With a nice turkey supper tucked
A correspondent writes:
Chorus,
“Forward
Christian beneath their belts the “fish and
have
witnessed
that vision many
“Put'' Bicknell said that the fish
“We thought you might be in
Banner,” choir.
gamers" turned their faces toward planted in Alford’s Lake three terested in what tthe county ani times and they will agree with me
Poem—“So Long As There are the southwestern corner of the years ago were giving a good ac mals and1 boys are doing to help that the effect is most impressiveHomes,’ Roger Conant.
the gas shortage. Neil Colburn, an The orb of day has many interest
dining hall where an open fireplace count of themselves.
Poem—“Freedom.” Austin Ulmer. was sending forth its cheery glow,
President Young paused) midway 11-year-old boy, who lives with ing functions.
Prayer, Leona Lothrop, for our and where those popular local hill of an excellently conducted meet his grandfather, T. J. Carroll about
Homes andi all Homes.
billies, playing under the name of ing to again emphasize the Asso two miles from West Rockport
Mrs. Eleanor Gregory of Vinal
Music—“Keep the Home Fires Ken Wing and His Band, furnished ciation's aims—good fellowship, drove a yoke of year old steers to haven has this paper’s thanks for
Burning.”
a delightful half hour of music, in gcod sportsmanship; conservation, that village Saturday. He made two unusual Fall souvenirs—a blue
Remarks by pastor. Rev. C. A. terspersed with "gags” at the ex obedience to the laws and the exer the trip alone bringing a load of violet plant and a white violet plant,
Marstaller.
pense of some of the Association’s cise of the democratic spirit of de wood to the local church. So you the latter still bearing blossoms
Soft Music, Unveiling of Service members.
see he doesn’t need to work about when received at this office.
bate.
Flag, (lights out).
Two wardens by the name of the transportation problem.
President Young presented as a
Reading of names of men in special guest of the occasion Prof. Whitney < brothers) were intro
“You also have a competitor who
Father of them all was the tur
service, Roger Conant.
Charles A. Holden of Hanover, N. duced,, as was George Scott of may or may not be the mascot of
key
killed the last of the week by
Poem—“The Service Flag.” Bar H., a member of the New Hamp Belfast, who brought the felicita the Tuesday Club in West Rock
Raymond
L. Andlersen of The
bara Conant.
shire Legislature, who happened tions of the Waldo County Fish port. At any rate when his mis
Courier-Gazette force. The bird
Prayer, by pastor.
■Jl to-be in the city that day on his way and Game Association of which he tress entertained the group last
had
strutted around this mundane
Poem—“Mother’s Prayer,’ Jean to Augusta for a conference with is president.
week, he climbed into the worksphere
for a year and a half, eat
ette Carter.
State officials.
Ed. Deman of Thomaston made basket of one of the members and
ing
a
vast
amount of grain and
Solo—"Eternal Father, Strong to
Conceding that he never shot a the suggestion that membership spent the evening apparently asleep
other
turkey
food, and weighing
Save,” Sylvia Hooper.
gun but once, and that his fishing cards be forwarded to Knox Coun but maybe he could! tell you what
33
pounds
when
divested of its
Poem—Prayer for Air Men, Le tackle aways became entangled in ty boys in the service, and it met he heard.”
feathers
and
underclothing.
Twelve
ona Lothrop.
the bottom of the lake, Prof- with unanimous approval.
(The Black Cat might be
persons
dined
n
the
birdSunday,
Song—“Lord While for All Man Holden told of the interest which
Oscar Starrett urged the return shocked].
four partook of its flesh yesterdrfy
kind We Pray,” Ruth Hammond, the Granite State has in fish and of bands which had been placed
and
enough remained untouched to
Sylvia Hooper, Lucy Munro, Arlene game, and of the many bills offered or. pheasants in order that it
And) is the traffic heavy? Sidney
Bartlett, Norma Munro, Ruth Dor for the New Hampshire Legisa- might be learned what distances L. Cullen home from the Coast last four or five days longer—to
say nothing of the grand- finale,
man.
ture’s consideration. He mentioned they travel. He told of liberating Guard Base in Boston Sunday,
Music was by Mrs. Ina Hooper, with evident pleasure that he had one on the Camden road, and told of a 19-car train running be turkey soup. It was the kind of
turkey that Pleasant Valley Grang
piano; Mrs. Ronald Lord, violin; been a member of the Rockledge shooting it in South Uniontween Concord, N. H- and Boston,
ers
raise.
Miss Miriam Dorman, clarinet, and Inn Summer colony at Spruce Head
Several reels of motion pictures, packed to the doors and) 350 per
Ronald Lord, Jr., trumpet.
since 1925.
shown by Sergeant George I. Shaw sons standing.
A South Warren correspondent
Any friends of the community
Oscar Starrett, former president of the Maine State Police and
writes:
“If there are any of your
having men in the armed services of the Association told of the George Scott of Belfast, proved
E. H. Philbrick writes to The
readers
who have neglected to
of the country, who wish a star stocking of Georges River with sea very entertaining and instructive. Black Cat to thank Iree Member
placed on the flag, should notify salmon. The fish are expected to One of Mr. Shaw’s reels related to for the additional list of oldtime read the fine poem on page 2 of
the pastor, Rev. Charles L. Mars go out this Fall, and in accordance gas contamination and its treat Rockland teamsters.
Mr. Phil- the Nov. 20 issue of The Couriertaller.
with their custom will probably re ment.
brick’s list was intended, he says, Gazette. I advise them to look up
The list, with their locations, turn in three or four years, when
to cover only the team-owners and the paper, read it and then do ai
follows:
how many horses each one had— the writer suggests.
Fellowship
Rally
George Libby, Chief Radio Op land.
42 owners in' all. “I remember,"
erator, California.
One year ago: The McIntosh ice
Pvt. Bernard Jackson, Louisiana.
says Mr. Philbrick, “hearing Knott
George Phelps. Staff Sergeant.
Pvt. Wilbur Phelps, Seattle, Wash. Lincoln-Baptist Association Rankin say he was glad the Lime houses at Chickawaukie Lake were
California.
Pvt. Donald Chaples. Louisiana.
Rock Railroad had come as he was destroyed by fire—Tyler M. Coombs
Sponsors Three Sessions
Lawrence L. Candage, 2c Yeo
former clerk of courts and member
Corp. H. Ritchie Linnell, Louisi
tired of chasing after teamsters.’’
In Thomaston
man, Newfoundland.
of the board of assessors, died.—
ana.
History tells of men who have Equipment for the construction of
Bernard H. Delano, Pvt. lc,
A Baptist Youth Fellowship ral
Pvt. Samuel B. Gray, Jr., Okla
Hawaii.
homa.
ly, sponsored by the Christian built Empires; local history now the Rockland Airport was begin
tells of a man who is destroying ning to arrive.—Walter Dudley,
Donald Davey, 2c M.M., UjSjS.
Pvt. Frank L. Kaler, Nebraska.
Education committee of the Lin
one- This time it is Empire The was struck by an automobile and
Pvt. Orrin Phelps, Seattle, Wash.
James L. Thomas. 2c Seaman,
coln
Baptist Association, was held atre which is being razed and the
Wakefield.
fatally injured.—Among the deaths,
Newport, R. I.
Corp. James Chandler, Fort
Harold Thompson lc M. M„ Friday afternoon and evening in “destroyer” is Warren B. Gardner, Rockland, Frank M. Vaughn, 85;
the Baptist Church, Thomaston. who is dismantling it for Leon Appleton, Frederick E. Edgecomb,
Lyons, Maine.
Rockland.
Dr.
Frank T. Littorin of Water Halstead. The materials are sold 76; Rockland, Fred B. Williams ol
Sgt. Chester E. Delano, Fort Wil
Master Sergeant Vernley Gar
ville,
State director of evangelism, as rapidly as they are removed Friendship, 45; Waldoboro, Charles
liams, Maine.
nett, California.
Corp. James L. Jordan, Man
Harold Gerrish, able seaman. was leader of the opening service from the building; in fact there A. Welt, 75; Portland. Mrs. William
at 4 o’clock.
C- Flint. 61.
are orders ahead.
chester, N. H.
Virginia.
This
was
followed
by
three
con

David H. Curtis, 2c Petty Officer,
Pvt. Theodore P. Mitchell, Ken
ferences,
held
simultaneously:
Pearl Harbor.
HOLIDAY HOURS AT P. O.
tucky.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
“
Lead
Others
to
Christ,
” Rev. El
Pvt. William Brewster, Califor
Ronald Packard, able seaman,
Holiday hours will be observed at
mer Bentley of Bangor, leader;
If I had my life to live again I
nia.
Portsmouth, N. H.
the Post Office Thursday, Nov. 26, would
have made a rule to read some
“
Serve
Through
Missions,
”
led
by
Pvt. Arthur Grotton, Portsmouth,
Pvt. George N. Hammond. Louisi
poetry and listen to some music at
as follows:
Rev. H. C. Bonell of Portland, and
least once a week. The lose of theta
N. H.
ana.
Registry, Money Order and Gen tastes
is a loas of happiness.—Charles
“
Adult
Leaders
of
Youth,
”
led
by
Darwin.
Pvt. Theodore S. Benner. P. O.
eral Delivery and Stamp windows
Pvt. Ralph Munro, Indiana.
Dr. Littorin.
New York City.
will be closed all day.
Frank A. Hallowell, lc F., Rhode
THANKSGIVING
Rev. Mr. Bentley was speaker at
Bertrand McClure, Coxswain. So. Island.
There will be no delivery by city I thank Thee, Lord, that Thou has
the supper hour gathering, using
lent
Portland.
or R.F.D. carriers.
Kenneth Hooper, lc seaman
To my poor heart the deep content
Joshuas
life
as
a
background
for
Corp. Lawrence H. Lord. South Rhode Island.
Perishable and Special Delivery To find in little things my Joy—
his talk. It was announced at the
The little things of everyday—the
Carolina.
mail will be delivered.
Albert H. Hallowell, lc seaman,
pleasure
evening
song
service
that
126
were
Pvt. Robert Cunningham. Florida. Rhode Island.
General collection will be made Of finding gifts to thank Thee for—
the leisure
present, nearly twice the number
Pvt. George Edw’ard Hall. Maryat noon. .
To cease from manual toll awhile
Pvt. Fred Grover, Rhode Island.
expected. Osmond F. Palmer of
watch the ripple of the breeze
Mails will be received and dis And
Flow through the fingers of the trees—
Rcckland read the Scripture and patched as usual.
And in this movement see Thy Jmlle.
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., of Cam
Corridor will be open from 5 a. m. I thank Thee for the flowers that
spring
den, offered prayer.
until 8.30 p. m.
In my small yard, and birds that sing
The topic of the evening was,
On every bough, and for the trailing
cobweb mist
“Young Peoples's Work in the Lo
Which veils the hills the sun haa

GOLD FISH SALE
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

cal Church,” and Dr. Littorin gave
an inspirational talk on the basic
needs of young pecple.

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS

35 Cents

I thank Thee for the tender flush
Of Dawn—when I can walk with Thee!

CRYSTAL BOWL, COLORED STONES

Social Dance Party

TWO FISH, FISH FOOD, FISH GRASS

ELKS AND GUESTS

BUD CLARK’S ORCHESTRA

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Sponsored by Motor Corps

HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS

THANKSGIVING EVE
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 25
ELKS CLUB

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
REGULAR ADMISSION 44c

SERVICE MEN FREE

kissed;
spiders’
weft
of
pearl-dewed
threads.
The buttercup* which Nature spreads
O'er every field of grass so lush;
The

328 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
107-lt

I

W'

No Admission

Buffet Lunch

Record Music
106-107

Firearms kill about 2600 persons
annually in tbe United States.

thank Thee for laburnum
against an azure sky.

sprays

The whispering of the lilac blooms in
my ears as I go by;
The sll ver-rlmmed and winking eyes
of daisies ln the grass;
The blue sheen of the frail, tall flax
in all the fields I pass.
I thank Thee for the day and night,

the stars, the sun, the sea
I thank Thee. Lord, for giving them
and more for loving me!

—Mary Aogei.
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Pvt. Myron Wiley.

It will interest

many others, no doubt to learn of

The Memory Man

from my work and rented a little

..........................

............

his address, which is: Pvt. Clifford

Book Review
K. S. F.)
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20
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I

believe

he

succeeded

to

TALK OF THE

the

business.
Here’s another one on Iree. I
called at Flings store one night cn

my way home from the factory. I
was in a hurry and said to Mrs
Flint “Can you put ine up a pound
and a half cr two pounds of meat? ’
“Certainly can.” she answered.

“What kind of meat do you want?"
“Why,” I bLui'ted. “ somethin;
that will make good fish balls!’’
Mrs. Flint burst into laughter and
said, "Tell me how you can make
fish balls cut of meat and I’ll . .
And then she laughed some more
and I "tumbled ’’ Yes, I get the
meat and had "meat balls" for
supper.
Speaking of bills I think that Dr
Eben Alden was the hardest man
to get a bill from that I ever knew
He brought my little son through
a case of pneumonia—and a re
lapse. I was playing every night
helping with the nursing of the kid
and the long hcurs got me down,
and. I had double pneumonia be
fore Ben recovered from the re
lapse and Dr. Alden was calling
once and twice every day—or
night. After he get us on cur feet,
again I asked him for his bill. He
put me off again and again.
Cne night I was to play at Williughby Hall and called at his of
fice and told him I was going to
wait right there until he gave inc
my bill. He laughed (when he
realized that I was in earnest) and
said he hadn’t figured it up. He
gave me a piece of paper, took cne
himself and said:
“If you are really in a hurry
about it, I'll write what I think
you should pay me on my paper
and you write what you think I
am entitled to on your paper
Then we’ll compare and compro
mise.”
We did it and—his figures were
$40 less than mine! I couldn’t in
duce him to take a penny more
than his estimate and gave him a
check in full—with my sincere
thanks!
Eben was a great doctor and a
fine man. I know.
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“Thanksgiving, 1621 I
will be the theme of sell
preached by Rev. Alfred I
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rial Methodist Church, a I
Thanksgiving service to I
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day night at 7.30. The I
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WINTER
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LOVELIER"
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Starring
Fred Astaire, Rita U.|

CAR?

Adolphe Menjou and
Cugat and Orches

When tlie thermometer goes
up, how much of your anti
freeze goes out? “Protection’’
isn't protection if it’s chased so
fast by heat, that your radi
ator might be sacrificed to the
next blast of COLD! (And re
pairs these days can cost you
even more in time than in

Music by .lerc.mc

h«|

.lolinns Men,

I

I’H I lll l' cf I lie l\ ■ ■

Life Magaziiv

money!)

But Super Pyro is anti-freeze
that’s neither very expensive,
nor very easy to lose in mild
weather. Super Pyro is made
not to take quick leave—not
even up around an engine’s
normal 160 degrees of hotness.'
The way Super Pyro can
largely stay right in there, de
spite the heat to be expected,
it can still be on hand to do
good duty when cold hits.
You’re not always adding big
batches, nor adding much cost.
And best of all is your peace of
mind—good, sound, economical
safety for the car you can't re
place at any price. Today get
this highly heat-safe, cold-safe

Sim’s Lobster
Inc.
WHOLESALE & RE

Rockland Coal Co. 1

TEL 120

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef LarAb al
We sugar cure and sn'ri

Hams. Shoulders and I
C H RICE C l
ROCKLAND, .Mil

U. 5. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, INC.

CLOSED ALL DAY

THURSDAY

GREGORYS
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with them for many years.

Super Pyro.
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93.3

86.4
86.4
86.1
85.4
John Wayne and Addison Richards discuss last minute Instructions
83 8 before the take-off in a scene from the Republic picture "Flying Tigers."

WINTER OVERCOATS
$25.00 to $55.00

25 Folders—$1.25 one design or assorted

mighty fine people and I traded

They
house near the factory—the one had a little son at the time and

nearest the Broadway ball grounds
Forgot
Things
In
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Younger
Myron
Wiley,
385th
Port
Bn.,
1st
in that row of Donohue cottages—
Whoso putteth his trust in the
Platoon Co. B., Camp Stoneman,
Days, But Always Paid
Lord shall be safe—Proverbs 29:25.
and
when I finally got settled and
Pittsburg, Calif.
His Bill
• * * •
started paying bills again a small
bill slipped my mind. I got all my
Lewis Boisonneault of Waldcboro,
(By Iree Member)
I
1st
Cook,
has
been
promoted
to
The recent passing of Judge E. material from the W. H. Glover
(By
Corporal.
His address is: 967 C. Payson severed a friendship ex company except four barrels cf
! A.A.D., Rapid City. South Dakota. tending over a period of 50 years
If We Should Fail. Author Ma
lime. This item was purchased
• • • •
rlon White. Publisher M. S Mill
between Ed and Iree and it may from G. L. Farrand & Co. My jcb
Mr. and Mrs. Martin 8. Graves. be of interest to the readers of my
Co., New York.
Gay
street. Rockland, have received sketches if I relate an incident as pant cutter was a “piece-work
It was Abraham Lincoln who
. Protect Your Home
a telegram announcing the mar- which was the cause of our first job and as I became more and
said: “Our Defense is in the spirit
more proficient, or skilled in my
, riage of their son. Tech. Sgt. Harry meeting.
from Tuberculosis
W’hich prizes Liberty as the heritage
work,
my pay envelope contents
; W. Graves to Della McMahill. at1 I have managed, somehow, to
of all men, in all lands every
allowed
me to hand a small amount
! Cceur D'Alene, Idaho. Saturday pay my bills all through my (al
where."
to
Glover
& Co. every few weeks
night. His address is 18th Bern- most) 73 vears of life on this war
This book is taken, from experibardment Squadron, Geiger Field, ! tom planet but my first meeting and I forget tlie lime bill for the
enses absolutely true to what has
time being and Mr. ’Farrand must
Sgt. Frederick J. LaCrosse of the average soldier's life. No mat- Spokane. Wash. He graduated from
been done in countries where the What Post Office Force Finds j Battery I, C A C., Fort Williams, j ter what goes wrong—work tough, Rcckland High School in June. with friend Payson was brought have lost patience—no blame to
about because a small bill had. fcr
Germans have obtained power and
visited his mother, Mrs. Mary La-1 and details, long and tiresome, 1010.
him. either.
Itself
Up
Against
In
the moment, slipped my mind.
overthrown peoples. To cure the
And then, one day I got a note
• • • •
Crosse, Grace street this week-end. when the orderly yells ‘mail caU!’
Shortly after my first marriage—
This War Year
complacency that has blinded many
from
E. C. Payson which brought
He was accompanied by Pvt. Jack it makes up for all the day’s woes.
Addresses of the two sons cf Mr. when I was just past 21—I deof the Americans to the seriousness
“
Saw
Herbert
Poland
of
437
Co.
the
matter
to my attention with
Keenan of the same .outfit, whose
and Mrs. Clarence Leonard cf cided tQ build a house on a four.
of the moment, these barbarisms
The Post Office Department is heme is in Pennsylvania,
A tonight. We meet at chow. I Union, who have enlisted in the I
a bang! Well, I hot-focted it
acre field I owned on the back
• « ■ •
and savage acts are told as if they starting the most gigantic task in
will give him my Courier-Gazettes U. S. Air Corps, are: Pvt. Howard,
right
up to his home on Granite
side cf Dodges Mountain. I didn’t
had happened in this land—as they its history—the movement of a 1 Corp Hansen D. Merrill, of and he will be as pleased as I was.
street
and had a talk with him.
A. Leonard, 683rd A.A.F.B.F.T.. bave cash enough to build a two
will if we do not win in our struggle deluge of Christmas parcels, cards Roekland. who is stationed at We swap newsfrom heme. Most
Sqd-n. Walnut Ridge. Arkansas, and by twice henpen, let alone a six I He was then a young man and I
with brutes. We must win to save and letters while maintaining ths Camp Gordon, Ga., is spending a always one knows something the Pvt. Clarence Leonard. 563rd TS.S. room house and sO j bought all liked him on sight. I also found
humanity. This is our war. Every regular flow cf millions of pieces furlough with his aunt, Mrs. Frank other doesn’t.
We are well and (Special), Atlantic City, N. J.
the needed material cn credit. Ii him to be a very reasonable chap
soul in this land must realize it and of mail daliy to and from our Tucker, Haddonfield, N. J. Mrs. thinking of you at home, trusting
* * * *
just got started paying fcr theI and I told him the whole story
do his or her part or else become a armed, forces all ever the world Merrill, who is employed at Senter everything is well wiMi you.
The address oi Corp. William material when j started learning and I was. as I told him, sincerely
slave, and under rule of Axis dic The public must assist. Abcut crane store, left Monday to visit “We have patience and are look Daniello of Rcckland, who is
sorry that I had let the matter
the cutter’s trade at the Mowry
ing forward to some good old New somewhere in Africa, is: A.S.N. and Payson fact^y.
tators.
25.000 experienced postal workers Mrs. Tucker and Corp. Merrill.
slip my mind. I couldn't pay the
England focd, after this job Is fin 20148688. 13th Ccmm. Sqd., APO., j soon found that j iived too far J bill, small as it was (I think it was
We must not allow a lack cf already have been taken toy the
preparation, a lack of power in oil, war services.
Corp. Tech. W. Kent Stanley, ished, not that everything is not ail 607. Care Postmaster, Miami, Fla
$4.40) right then and tcld him I
right
here.
It
’
s
o.
k.
.only
this
time
gas and rubber, focd and ships and
who
is
now
stationed
at
Fort
would
settle in two weeks. He
The free-mailing privilege grant Hawaiian Islands His piesent ad
of
year
makes
you
think
of
the
‘
pies
nurses to let our world down.
Blood Donors for week of Nov. dress is Tech. Sgt. Richard B. said (with a little chuckle) “After
ed to members of the armed forces Devens, visited this week-end with
To read this clearly told story has raised their mailings some 30 Mrs. Stanley at the heme cf Wil mother used to make.’ Tell Glen- 11: Mrs. Myrtle Taylor, Mrs. Jean
talking with you I can’t doubt a
[ denning I’d like to take in a turkey Bachelder and Mrs. Ethel Stanley Harden, 11027574 370th Bomb. word you have said. I haven't the
that will enable us to see what percent, it is estimated.
liam C. Lufkin, Glen Cove.
* • * *>
J sheet vv-ith him, but right now I of Tenants Harbor; Miss Jeanette Sqdn. (H.) 307th Bomb. Group. A. slightest doubt that you will do
will come to us if we fail to do
The deadline already is past for
Midshipman Edgar W. Dorr, Jr., have my eye out for some biros Waldo, Thomaston; Roy M. Og P. O. 959 care Postmaster, San jifst as ycu premise and we will
what we can, to save humanity, is mailing gifts to Army and Navy
Francisco, Calif
the reason for this excellent personnel overseas with assurance student at the Maine Maritime which are of a lot more value to den, Edgerton, Wis.; Everett L.
let the matter rest right there. I’ll
* • * •
treatise on dutj’ before us. Weak that the parcels will arrive by Academy, came Saturday from New us."
Philbrook, Rockland; Walter Zupsee
you in two weeks." We shook
The address of Private Clayton
• * ♦ •
kofska. Bostcn; Miss Beatrix R. A Fales of South Warren, who hands on it and I paid as agreed
ness is the one thing that can al Christmas. The Pest Office De Ycrk, for a three days stay with
low loss of civilization. Read this partment is making strenuous ef his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis E. Johnson, son of Mr. Flint, Rockland; William Hooper, enlisted in the Mar;nes is now P! x- and frem that time cn we were
and Mrs. Eddie Johnson of Thom Dedham, Mass.; Wesley Barrett,
book and do your bit to win the forts to avoid such a terrific jam W. Dorr. Rankin street.
tocn 918 Recruit Depot, Marine darned good friends for 50 years.
• « « «
aston.
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war.
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Gil
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Rockland;
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Yelithat word covers a lot of territory.)
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Carolina.
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When I moved to the Ideation
League bowling at Community
“As you know," he says, “we have
has returned from Monok’s Corner.
has-been spending a 6-days’ fur
2d Lt. John E. Dodge. Jr. of S. C., where he spent a few weeks mentioned above I started trading
alleys Tuesday night. Fred C. Gat- | two of our young men in the armed paper.
lough with her parents, Mr. and Rockland was promoted to the
with Herb Flint and Sime Hall who
combe was high man with 323 pin forces—two men who are experi
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Llewellyn
Knowltor
i
Mrs.
James Dondis, leaves Wed rank of First Lieutenant, recently. He entered the employ of the Bick ran grocery stores between Breadtails. The summary:
enced
and
efficient
post
office
emnell
Mfg.
Co.,
yesterday.
,
. °f Vinalhaven have three sons ir j nesday to report fcr duty, and will 1st Lieutenant Dodge is the son of
way and my domicile. I used to
Snow's: Crockett 279. Willis 301, ployes.
We have missed
, • .
..
x
J. , , the work, tne service. HerhP-t
Heroe.t K-nnwlton
K.nowitoi. ' ea.t Thanksgiving
dinner
with her Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge. Sr.
Clifford W. A. Oliver, who has get what I needed in the grub line
Phillips 313, Gatcombe 323, McKin that these men did in normal Merchant Marine, “somewhere ir
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. He is on duty with the Aimy Air been managing an A. &i P., stcre at Herb Flint’s and pay Saturday
ney 285, total 1501.
times times and we are short hand1- . Asla;» Pfc Carlton Clark in Okla- John Kaufman (Sophie Pollock) in
Forces Combat Crew Schocl at in Oakland the past two weeks, is night. Well, I got ambitious one
Hollis Knowlton New York.
Kiwanis: Cummings 298, Scarlott ed and have found it necessary to homa; and
Smyrna.
Tennessee, with the Di now on the staff of the local cay and bought a barrel cf flour.
232, Daniels 251, Miller 295, Cook double up on various parts of cur in the Solomons.
Yeoman Dondis graduated from rector of Training as a Flight In A. & P. market.
I paid my bill Saturday night, as
i work since last Spring when these
• * * *
267, total 1340.
„ the Naval Training School for structor.
usual, and forgot the flour. Herb
Sgt. Pilot Elmer B. Havener, R. C.
...
,
,
Mary Sylvester’s girls won over ' employes entered the Service.
• • ♦ •
. .... I Yeomen in Stillwater,
Oklahoma,
Two
new
flags,
an
American
flag
forgot it, too. Several weeks went
“What w’e will be able to do dur- A. F„ who had just completed his
the Telephone girls in the women's
where she took a six weeks' course,
Ensign Everett Frohock was and a Christian flag, were dedicat by and nothing was said.
league Wednesday night, and Snow ing the vastly increased Christmas instruction course in advanced fly- ; and is now ready for active duty. | heme from Lockwood Basin for the ed at the morning service at the
, Now. a barrel cf flour is quite
Shipyard girls bested the Service- mail rush w’e can only surmise, but ing at Trenton. Ontraio, is visiting j The enlisted personnel has been week-end guest of his parents. Dr. Universalist
Church,
Sunday
a large item to forget, but, that
we all expect that our job here in his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pierre L.
room girls 3 to 2.
nicknamed “Ripples,” but the par and Mrs. H. W. Frohock.
morning, Dr. John S. Lowe con is just what happened until seme
the
Rocklandi
Post
Office
will
be
Havener,
North
Main
street.
♦ * * *
Sylvester's: Sylvester 242. Dean
ent organization is the WAVE
ducting the ceremony. The Hags,
* ♦ * ♦
tremendousNow,
with
so
many
of
Calvin
Austin
Sherman, Jr. was given by Mrs. Grace Daniels, were months later Mrs. Flint started to
225, Kent 231, D. Richardson 264,
(Women
Appointed
for
Volunteer
Sgt. Winston G. Mills, son. cf
straighten cut the books. She told
cur Rockland men. in the Armed
heme from the Navy Radio School,
M. Richardson 244, total 1206.
Forces, and many more working in Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Mills, 668 i Emergency Service)- a title bc- Fargo building. Boston, for the presented by Keith Daniels and me that among a lot cf loose bills
Telephone: C. Staples 207. P. Sta i defense industries, there are “not Main street- Rockland, formerly cf stowed upon commissioned officers.
Barbara Daniels, with Louis A. which had not been put on the
Yeoman
Dondis looks very week-end. His instructor served Walker accepting in behalf of the books she found a barrel cf flour
ples 214, Murphy 193, Anderson 250, 1 available many who can do effi- j Vinalhaven, is hospitalized at the
in the Navy with Calvin's father,
Perry 235, total 1099.
church. A poem was read by Miss charged to me and asked me if I
cienc work in getting the mails present time, and would be pleased smart in her attractive WAVE uni
Snow’s: V. Willis 248. Lowell 236, dispatched to outgoing trains or to hear from his friends. His ad- form and Rockland has every rea during the first World War, and Virginia Bowley.
remembered it. I did—and I think
Edna Willis 266, Thompson 247, Eve delivered locally.
dress is: Co. H, 44th A. R, A.P.O., son to be proucF of her achieve at one time was at the Radio Sta
we both felt a bit foolish about
tion at Rockland Highlands.
ments.
Methebesec
Club
will
meet
Friday
lyn Willis 280, total 1277.
262,
Camp
Campbell.
Kentucky.
it.
Anyway we had a good laugh
“So I join with the Postmaster
• * * *
* * ♦ *
♦ ♦ * ♦
afternoon at 2.30 at the Commun ever it and I gladly paid fcr the
•Serviceroom: Perry 254. Wooster General in urging everyone to Mail
Robert Walsh of Rockland has
O. F. Willey, a World War vet
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo P. Spear of
ity Building. The program will in flour. Herb Flint and wife were
206, Johnson 267, Merriam 243, Con early for Christmas if you do not
enlisted
in the Navy’.
Rockport have received word tfyat eran writes from Togus expressing
clude
poetry’, Miss Annie Frost;
don 287, total 1257.
• • • •
want your friends andi loved ones
National league results Thursday everywhere to be disappointed at their grandson Pvt. Bert Packard hope that some of the boys who
Famous
Refugees, Mrs. Mabelle
Mrs. Ivy Colson, 9 Suffolk street,
night were, Van Baalen 5, Faculty the non arrival or delayed delivery has been graduated from the Tech graduated with him in the class of has received word, dated Nov. 8. Rose; Holland and Its People, Mrs.
nical School which he was attend- | 1941 will write to him. His address that her sen, Pfc. Donald Bergren, Maude Blodgett, and Current Af
0, and Lime Company 5, Coast
of their Christmas gifts.
ing at Buckley Field. Colorado, and is “Leland B. Willey, Sea. 2c, U. 8.
Guard 0.
“The Department says that the is now’ stationed at the Army Air j S. Curtis, care of Postmaster San who has been stationed at Hawaii fairs. Mrs. Ida Dondis. Hostesses
Van Baalen: Richardson 266. Lev
bulk of this mail should be in the Base at Topeka, Kansas. His ad- Francisco. “Willey has served 11 for the past, two year.s, has been will be Mrs. Jane Beach, Mrs. Va
enthal 249, Epstein 238. Frantz 253.
post offices by Dec. 1st. Let’s all dress is Pvt. Bert Packard, 469th j months in the vicinity cf Pearl shipped out. He sene's his best nessa Cowan, Mrs. Ida Dondis.
(Goldberg 249, total 1260.
make an effort to do your Christ Bomber Squadron, Army Air Base. Harbor. He was on sentry duty at regards to all his friends and Miss Ellen C. Daly. Mrs. Ruth El
Faculty: Cummings 232, Keady
wishes them not to write until he lingwood and Mrs. Grace Daniels.
mas Mailing Early."
Topeka. Kans.
the Naval Base before being trans lets them know where he is
167, Dean 185, Bowden 226, Allen
♦ « » »
ferred to the ship.” He writes that
257, total 1167.
William
Carver
of South Hops, he is on a busy ship. This will be located.
APPLETON
ney
293,
total
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* * * ♦
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The High School senior class was
his second Christmas away from
ling 279, Melvin 240, Holden 255,
Pvt. Robert L. Brooks, U. S
281, Soule 280, F. Gardner 264. total Mass., has recently been promoted heme.
Ripley 310, total 1332.
Army Air Corps, who has been in Rockland Friday to have photo
* • ♦ ♦
from Private First Class to Ser
Coast Guard: Gamage 220, Wil 1105.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. graphs taken. Class members are:
geant.
Post
Office:
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240,
Murphy
180.
Corporal Jack Smalley has The William Brooks, 6 Cedar street, Jennie Edgecomb, Carolyn Hart,
liams 275, Osofsky 232, Chandler
t o e e
R Perry 305, Rackliff 296, total
Courier-Gazette’s thanks for a
Mildred Griffin, Lawrence Peas?.
269, Danielson 265. total 1261.
Master Sgt. Maurice K. Shepherd Christmas message. He is attached left Saturday to resume his duties Howard Sukeforth, James Massie, Let the fighting men
1021.
A National league match was
Mo.
writes from somewhere in England: to the 3d Special Service Unit of at Jefferson Barracks,
Walter Hart. Rupert Fish and Nor
rolled Friday night, Water Com
• • • • .
pany winning over the Navy team ORIENT ALLEYS. THOMASTON “Please extend the season's greet the U. S. Army and his address is
Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs. man Collins. They were accent - have the turkey . ..
ings to all my friends and to tho A.P.O. 860, care of Postmaster
by a score of 4 to 1.
Lorenzo Dodge, has enlisted in the panied by their principal, Emest
Team standing for the week end city cf Rockland in general.
New York City.
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which has an enrollment of 41 this
forth 287, total 1397. .
National League
cerned. I receive at least one letter home ever the week-end. His ad
Ham and Eggs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Harder of year.
Navy: Hart 286. ’ Bottiggi 262.
W
Av. or more at every ’mail call,’ for dress is now: T-5 3421 Ord. M. M. Rockland have received a letter
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Loghry 227, Sullivan 273, MacFar
9
Strouts ...... ...... 21
.709
,Co L.. Fort Devens, Mass. He was from their son “Dick" informing
land 300, total 1348.
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Isn’t that the way you feel,
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too?
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Van Baalen vs. Water Co., Post
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.367 let anyone tell you that mail isn't Tenants Harbor, have been pleased
Office vs. Texacos.
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SPIRIT
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League Records
Send our beet Thanksgiving
In the Americal league Monday
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A GREETING CARD WILL DO IT”
wishes to your son, husband nr
night, Old Timers downed Snow’s
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sweetheart when you write, will
4 to 1, and Hot Shots won over the Strouts 413; Strout 534; Strout 145.
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Post Office 5 to 0.
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mighty fine people and I traded
with them for many years. They
bad a little son at the time and
I believe he succeeded to the
business.
Here’s another cne cn Iree. I
called at PlinVs store one night cn
my way home from the factory. I
was in a hurry and said to Mrs.
Flint “Can you put me up a pound
and a half cr two pounds of meat? ’
"Certainly can.” she answered,
“What kind of meat do you want9
‘ Why,” I blurted. “ something
that will make good fish balls!
Mrs. Flint burst into laughter and
said, “Tell inc how you can make
fish balls cut of meat and I’ll • • ■’
And then she laughed some more
and I "tumbled ” Yes, I RCt the
meat and had “meat balls foi
supper
Speaking cf bills I think that Dr.
Eben Alden was the hardest man
to get a bill from that I ever knew.
I He brought my little sen through
a case of pneumonia—and a re
lapse. I was playing every night,
helping with the nursing of the kid
and the long hours got me down,
and I had double pneumonia be
fore Ben recovered frem the re
lapse and Dr Alden was calling
once and twice every day—or
night. After lie get us on our feet
again I asked him for his bill. He
[put me off again and again.
Cne night I was to play at Wiltughby Hall and called at his ofce and told him I was going to
;ait right there until lie gave me
ly bill. He laughed (when he
ealized that I was in earnest, and
aid he hadn’t figured it up. He
ave me a piece of paper, tcok cne
imself and said:
“If you are really in a hurry
bout it. I'll write what I think
ou should pay me on my paper
nc you write what you think I
m entitled to on your paper,
hen we’ll compare and comproike.”
We did it and—his figures were
iO less than mine! I couldn’t inuce him to take a penny more
lan his estimate and gave him a
lcck in full—with my sincere
lanks!

TALK OF THE TOWN

1-^-

Pine Cone Troop, Girl Scouts, at
last week's meeting, spent the time
sewing together an afghan. The
girls volunteered articles for ^he
annual Thanksgiving basket. Diane
Curtis, Helen Pickett, and Evelyn
Clark passed their Tenderfoot tests
Norma Bridges, Virginia Barnard.
Evelyn Clark ana Betsey Cooper
delivered library books, Saturday.
The meeting this week will be
**7..
"77
"
7*"* girl
,
omitted.
Nextx week,
each
must have written in her First Aid
notebook, what to do for a nose
bleed and for a blister.. The meet
ing closed with taps.
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Motor craft “Nessa,” owned byHe Likes The Work
First Aid Work
Horatio C. Cowan, was hauled out
for the Winter, Friday, at the
Oliver Perry- boat yard.
Homer E. Robinson Is a Busy Was Demonstrated At Union
Rockland Encampment. I.O.O.F..
will meet Wednesday night at 7.30.

State Official In
Augusta

Meeting—Chief Payson
Principal Speaker

A Washington correspondent
In the Kennebec Journal of Aug^ta the other day. appeared a writes:
portrait of Homer E. Robinson, for"Washington sent a good sized
mer president of the First National delegation to the Citizens Service
Bank of Rockland, now- permanent Corps meeting at the Union High
ly located in Augusta as State Bank School gymnasium. The meeting
Commissioner.
It was accompanied was called to order by First Aid In
& Building Association.
Sessions
by
the
following
article.
Students of Rcckland High
structor John L. Howard, who with
with 900 in attendance, were held
The
impact
of
war industries on a few prefacing remarks on First
Schoo! gathered in about $100 Sat
at the Palmer House. The only
urday as they combed the city on
ether Maine delegate was Sumner Maine economy can be judged by Aid work introduced Allen F. PayA correspondent writes: “I
their 10th annual Apple Day sale
[Johnson of the Cumberland Loan the net increase in deposits of over son of Camden whose talk, was on
the reduction of sky-glow wl
$15,000,000 in the Savings Banks fire prevention from bombing and
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell re
& Building Association, Portland.
Rockland residents have t
and Trust Companies of the State, the new effective naethds which
ports that about $70 will be netted
Berean Society of the First Bap creating at the risk cf bre
during
the period from September, had been found to combat same in
for the school activities fund. The
The Itooevik Club is sending ou:
ankles and promotion of degenerate
sale is sponsored by the Rotary tist Church will hold a social in tendencies, really help seamen? Chirstmas Seals to prospective cus 1941, to September of this year, ac the event of .the happening.
the vestry Friday night. Special
Club.
"Mr. Payson also gave a demon
tomers. An accompanying note cording to Homer E. Robinson,
invitations were handed servicemen Maybe. But a man on a coast
Bank Commissioner.
stration
with Mrs. Raymond Thurs
says:
“
Our
first
duty
in
these
wise craft recently said that the
Robinson, who was appointed to ton, leader, assisted by members cf
Louis A. Carbone and Arnold attending church services Sunday. greatest danger which his outfit serious days of War is to keep well
his present position in June, 1942,
Armstrong of Boothbay Harbor
underwent was bright sunlight- ourselves; our second duty is to by Gov. Sumner Sewall, finds both Washington and Union Motor
called on friends in Rockland Sun- j Members of the W.C.T.U., held blinding rays of Old Sol. He ought help others keep well, for it is only
Corps, of the newest and best as
day, while on their way home from i a Thanksgiving service at the City to know, he w-as torpedoed twice. the st’ong that can keep ’em roll his new job and the greater respon- well as easiest way for flrst aiders
sibilities brought on by war increases ■ 0 treat a
mjured victim and
a hunting trip in the Wesley Almshouse Friday afternoon. Rev.
Now if the Navy officials and De ing. This year, w-ith War time ra
section.
Francis E. Whiting, associate pas- fense officials and Army officials tioning and War time anxieties, in the banking business to his liking. 1 put them on stretcher for removal
Robinson, who was active in Lib to disaster center. Artificial res
------1 tor of the First Baptist Church, and sundry will just think up a the need for buying Seals is great
Mrs. George L. St. Clair is chair- was guest speaker, his topic being, remedy for sun-glow, all will er than ever before." Mrs. Evelyn erty Bond sales in the first World piration and: usage of splints on
War and is now a member of the
man of the Christmas Seal sale, I “Tlie Cross of Christ.” Mrs. Clara
probably be well and we’ll win the B. Crockett is president of tlie Maine War Savings Staff Commit broken limb were alao demonstratosponsored by the Itooevik Club.
I B. Emery, president of the union,
td. Mr. Payson also gave demon
Itooevik Club.
war by that measure. Maybe.”
tee, is full of praise for the work strations with the help of first
! conducted the service, ethers hav
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S, will ing a part being, Mrs. Whiting,
Fred Corneau of Boston was in the banks are doing in the sale of aiders the easiest way to take a
Miss Marie Berry, daughter of
meet Friday night, with Mrs. Ben piano solos, and Mrs. Lorna Pendle
War Bonds. Approximately 85 per
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry of the city over the week-end calling cent of the bonds purchased by the stretcher patient over a stone wall
jamin Philbrook in charge of toe ton,
who sang,
“God Bless 81 Talbot avenue, won third place upon his step-father, Arthur Peters,
or other barrier.
supper.
America,” and who led group sing ln the Intermediate Horsemanship who is at Knox Hospital recover public are handled “across the
“Those from here who attended
ing. Each one cf those living at Class in the annual Fall riding ing from a surgical operation. Mr. counters” of the banks who take the meeting were Co-ordinator
More Talk of The Town on Page 2.
the farm was presented with a meet held at the House in the Corneau, who was a resident of care of this extra work without Willard Ware, C. L. C. Chairman
Minnie Creamer, members of Mo
Rockland many years ago, main any remuneration.
"Thanksgiving, 1621 and 1942,” Thanksgiving basket of fruits and Pines School, Norton, Mass.
“The banks are doing a wonder tor Corps, Mildred Merrifield, Edna
tains a lively interest in his home
will be the theme of sermon, to be confections. A social hour followed
ful job in aiding the war effort, J. Brann, Myra Cooley and Lina
Park Tiieatre is offering a com city. He is employed as watchman
preached by Rev. Alfred G. Hemp the service. Transportation for the
not
only by the sale of war bonds
stead, minister of the Pratt Memo group was furnished by Mrs. Edith plete change of program cn by a .theatrical corporation in Bos but also through ’ investment of Bartlett, Grace Bartlett, Catherine
rial Methodist Church, at the union Gregory, Mrs. Helen Bean and Mrs. Thanksgiving Day. Headlining the ton, and is active in the affairs of their own funds,” Robinson said. Wellman, Clara Turner, Mrs. Harnew program is Gloria Jean, the his community. He is a 32d de
Thanksgiving service to be held in Ada Prescott.
“There has been an increase of ap
child singing star, in “It Comes Up gree Mason, and a member of the
the First Baptist Church, Wednes
proximately $27,000,000 in holdings
BORN
Love” a fast moving, musical fun- Commandery and Mystic Shrine.
day night at 7.30. The choir will
of government bonds by banks in
Caddy—At Hartford. Conn., Nov. 16. fest that contains entertainment
sing; other protestant ministers to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Caddy
this
State.”
Be sure to take your donation
(Mertie Lindsey)
a daughter—Lois for any member of the famliy. Also
will have a part in the service, and Charlotte.
Robinson,
with a long career of
Richardson—At Knox Hospital. Nov. in the picture are Donald O’Con to the Home for Aged Women this banking and civic service in Rockmembers of Pleasant Valley and
23. to Lieut, and Mrs. Forest Richard nor, juvenile comedian, and Ian afternoon.
Penobscot View Granges, will at son. a son.
land, finds that he is “rounding out
Beal—At Knox Hospital, Nov. 21. to Hunter.
As an appetizer leading
tend.
his
banking experience” in his new
Mr. and Mrs. Vinton Beal—a daugh
Stores in Rockland will be closed
up to the feature attraction there
ter
position.
He is head of a depart
Gopan—At Knox Countv General will be shown several outstanding Thanksgiving Day.
A no admission social Dance Hospital,
ment that supervises and examines
Nov. 17. to Pvt. and Mrs. Max
short subjects. At the Park today
a daughter.
Party at Elks Club Thanksgiving Gopan.
Spaulding—At Boston. Nov. 21. to Mr. and Wednesday are
Regular meeting of Winslow-Hol State chartered banks. There are
“Just Off
Eve. Wed. Nov. 25 for Elks and and Mrs. Fred D. Spaulding of Allston,
I 11 examiners working under RobMass < Mary E. Havener, formerly of Broadway” with Lloyd Nolan and brook Unit, American Legion Auxtheir guests- Buffet lunch.—adv. Rockland) a daughter.
I
inson’s direction who are continuMarjorie Weaver, and “Wildcat” iliary, was held last night in ally traveling and checking with the
107-lt
with Richard Arlen and Arline Legion hall. President Delia Day 168 banking institutions and
MARRIED
presided. A donation was made to
Judge.
Lampinen-Knowlton — At Rockland.
Nov. 21. Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Olva J.
the Knox County Association for branches supervised by the depart
WALDO THEATRE Thelma
Lampinen of Thomaston and Arlene
Thanksgiving Day the Strand Rural Religious Education. The ment.
Knowlton, of Rockland
Robinson’s jurisdiction also ex
Graves-McMahill—At Coeur D'Alene. Theatre will run continuous shows, sewing circle reported that two
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Idaho, Nov 21, Tech Sgt Harry W.
tends to the Security Division,
.
Graves of Rockland and Delia McMa- starting at 2.30 till 10.30 p. m. with comforters had been made for presSHOW TIMES
xto ,families in need
„ j .xF
which under authority
Blue
hlll of Coeur D'Aleno.
entation
of
such
1 of the **
matinee
show
’
s
at
2.30
and
4.30
and
Matinees
Wood-Falla—At Rockland. Nov. 21.
Sky
Laws
registers
dealers
and
Robert C Wood of St. George and evening show’s at 6.30 and 8.30 p. m. articles. The unit is to entertain
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
salesmen
of
securities
doing
busi

Eugenia Rose Falla of Rockland, by E.
Evenings at 8.00
the 3rd District Council Friday
R Keene. J. P
ness
in
Maine.
“
Our
Job,
”
Robin

Gregory Wynne, ticket agent at night.
I>au phi* i-Eaton—At Boothbay Har
bor. Nov. 19. Eugene Dauphin Jr., of
son said, “is to protect depositors
TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. 24
Bath and Miss Cynthia Eaton of Glen the Maine Central Railroad station
and
purchasers of securities.”
ONE DAY ONLY
Cove by Ret Forrest Littlefield.
the past eight years, will leave the
Margaret, 3-year-old daughter of
Ila’’ies-Vultiggo—At Rockland. Nov.
Robinson
began his 36-year career
21, Lynton G. Baines and Emily C. city shortly to be agent at Yar Mr. and Mrs. William Donohue,
"‘UNITED WE STAND”
Vultiggo. both of Rockland—by Rev.
in
banking
in
1906 when he became
mouth Junction, He will take the Head of the Bay, Owl’s Head, is
with narration by Lowell Thomas C. A. Marstaller.
bookkeeper
of
the Rockland Na
place made vacant by the retire a patient at Knox County General
Also on the Program
tional
Bank.
He
was made cashier
DIED
ment of W. L. Kenney, who has Hospital, suffering from burns on
In
1911
and
climbed
steadily to be
Brackett—At Thomaston, Nov. 23. been at Yarmouth Junction 25 right arm and chest, reported to
“NIAGARA FALLS”
Winfield H Brackett, age 54 years, 6
come
president
of
the
bank in 1925
with
months, 29 days. Funeral Friday at 2 years. Mr. Wynne, who has been have been caused Saturday when
—
a
position
he
held
until he re
p. m from Davies Funeral Home. Bu employed by the Maine Central for
Slim Summerville, Znzu I’itts,
the child ignited her clothing from
rial ln Village Cemetery.
Tom Brown. Marjorie Woodward
Shields—At Rockland. Nov. 21, Isabel 26 years, was agent at Mt. Desert a match which she had found. Dr. signed to accept his present post.
R. Shields, wife of William Shields of
The new Bank Commissioner has
Rockport, age 67 years, l month, 6 Ferry seven years and just before Weisman reported this morning
WED., THURS., FRI.
days. Funeral at 2 p. m. today from coming to Rockland, was assistant that her condition was not serious his roots deep in the State of
Davis
Funeral
Heme,
Thomaston.
NOV. 25, 26, 27
Burtnl in Village Cemetery.
at Orono. Mr. and Mrs. Wynne and that she was holding her own. Maine. His ancestors settled in
Three
Days
Three
Smith—At Rockland, Nov. 22, Kath
Cushing in 1736 andn later moved
erine Smith, widow of Walter D. and son, Alfred, have resided in
Matinee Thanksgiving Day
Smith, age 70 years. 5 months, 21 the Carini house, Park street,
A Thanksgiving devotional period to Warren. In commemoration of
days Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m.
3.30 P. xM.
a Revolutionary ancestor, Robinson
from Burpee Funeral Home, Rev John where Mrs. Wynne conducted the was held; Sunday night in the Uni
We are privileged to present
Smith Lowe officiating. Interment in Vogue Beauty Shop.
versalist vestry when the Y.P.C.U. is a director of the Maine Society
Thomaston.
one of the first showings of the
Searles—At Rockland. Nov. 21. Kath
met for their weekly service. Miss of the Sons of the American Revo
new Columbia hit—
erine B. Searles, wife of Wilson M
J. E. Stevens will give a travel Virginia Bowley led the devotion- lution.
Searles, age 50 years, 14 days. Funeral
He has taken an active part in
Monday and interment In Thomaston. talk at tomorrow's meeting of the als and' she was asisted by Lucille
“YOU WERE NEVER
Peavey—At Lincolnville. Nov. 20,
other organizations and is now vice
Mary E , wife of James H. Peavey, age Lions Club.
Stanley, Helen Crockett and James
LOVELIER”president of the Maine Bankers’
Kirk. Dr. John Smith Lowe read
Bur ridge—At Camden. Nov. 22. Jo
Starring
Association and a past president
Sim’s Lunch on Park street is to
seph R Burridge. age 42 years. Inter
a Thanksgiving story, after which a
ment in Randolph
Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth
of the Maine National Bankers’As
be
closed
all
day
Thanksgiving
Day
Mae Williams—At Westmont. Pa . Nov.
spelling match was enjoyed by the
Adolphe Menjou and Xavier
sociation. He is a member and past
8 J. Fred MacWUliams of Cresson, Pa. in order that the staff may enjoy
group. Guests at the meeting president of the Rotary Club of
native of Rockland, Age 68 years. Fu
Cugat and Orchestra
the
first
holiday
the
establishment
neral Nov. II at Westmont. Rev. John
D°
were Mrs. Persis Kirk, George Rockland, a 32d Degree Mason
Music by Jerome Kern and
H Stanton officiating. Interment in has observed in 15 years.
Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Wagner and Dr. and Mrs. Lowe.
OB
e
Johnny Mercer
and a director of the Rockland Ma
Britt—At Rockland. Nov 20. Grace
9J
H Britt, widow of Richard H Britt,
Picture of the Week in
Claremont Commandery. K. T.
sonic
Temple Association.
age 56 years. 8 months, 23 days. In
to
The
election
committee
of
the
Life Magazine
was inspected last night by John
terment in Achorn Cemetery,
Robinson is an ardent golfer and
tery.
Council has set Dec. 29 as date I. .
,
. .
6
L. Tewksbury of Camden, Grand City
.
.
,
.
.
r x- ' his most prized possession is a cerBrown—At Rockland, Nov. 23. Anna
for
a
special
eection
in
Ward
5,
for
.
_
,
.
,
..
,
M . widow of Fred Brown, age 74 years. Captain of the Grand Commandery
, .
.,
tificate of the Rotary International
10 months, 5 days. Funeral Wednes
the purpose
of electing
. —
* *
» an alder- making him a member of.,,
their
Holeday at 2 p. m. from home of Nestor S. of Ma n \ At 6.30 the Sir Knights
Brown. 188 Maverick St. Interment in sat down to an excellent supper pre man to serve for the remainder of
In-One
Club.
He
has
been
playing
Achorn cemetery
pared by the Star. The Order of the term of Osgood A. Gilbert, re golf more than 25 years and has an
IN MEMORIAM
Red Cross was conferred upon A. signed.
A handicap card.
In memory of James W Sprague who B. Borgcfson of Owl’s Head.
Robinson has moved from Rock
passed away Nov. 24. 1941
Anderson Auxiliary has been in
Nina Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Mvron
land and now lives at 10 Brooklawn
Sprague. Mr
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Winners in the “Knew Your vited by George S. Cobb Auxiliary avenue in Augusta.
Long-Lived
Sprague.
•
Money Contest,” sponsored by the to attend a reception in honor of
three banks in the city, was an Florence Fairbrother, Department
CARD OF THANKS
HOLIDAY BEANO MS
I wish to extend my sincere thanks nounced at High School assembly I. & I. Officer, in Camden, Friday US
to the pecplgf ln Union for their nice
K P. HALL, THOMASTON
Christmas gift It was very much ap this morning. Byron Keene won night at 7.30.
THURSDAY at 8.15 P. M.
preciated and ( wish them all a Merry first prize; Nada Can*, second, and
Christinas.
Sim’s Lobster Co.,
Lucky
Game $24.00; Door Prize $3.00
Tonian Circle will meet Wednes
Lawrence Edward Blake
Douglas Perry, third. Prizes were
Pearl Harbor. Hawaii.
•
Attendance
Prize $4.00
war bonds and stamps. The pres day night with Mrs. Kenneth Wig
No
Admission
Charge;
Cards 5c ea.
Inc.
entation was made by Joseph W. gin, Broadway.
107*lt
Robinson, who was accompanied to
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
OFFICE CLOSED
the platform by Edward J. Hellier.
Nov. 26 Thanksgiving.
Dec. 8
Thcmaston — Federated
Church fair
Dec. 10-11—Rocklana High School
Senior Class play.
Dec. 11—Warren—High School cneact plays at Town Hall.
Dec. 19- Knox County Ministerial
Association meets.
Dec. 25 Christmas.

riette Jones. Ruth Boynton, Jose
A Family Of Ten
phine Finley, Rosetta Sidelinger,
Elizabeth Creamer. Clara Overlock,
Ralph Martineau, Clifton Brann, In Need of Absolute Neces
Archie Lenfest, all members of
sities—City Matron’s
Civilian Defense work.”

Appeal

Mr. and Mrs. I. Lawton Brayreturned Friday from a week’s trip
to Chicago. Mr. Bray was a delegate to the annual meeting nf
ot tbp
tne
United States Savings and Loan
League, from the Rockland Loan

GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

The men of Good Will Grange of
South Warren provided and served
supper at the meeting Nov. 19 and
especially catered to those having
birthdays during the month. These
were served at a special candlelighted table and greeted with the
“happy birthday” song. The birth
day guests were Dora Maxey, Rosa
Cutting, Nettle Copeland and Phyllis
Risteen. William and Marion Vi
nal and Rev. and Mrs. Bishop and
daughter Dorothy of Warren were
special guests, the latter contribu
ting much to the meeting with her
leadership in singing.
The program was in charge of
Lula Libby and Doris Maxey.
“Dressing the Model” contests pro
vided much enjoyment and ihe
prize was awarded Worthy Master
Norman Whitehill for his painstak
ing efforts. A roll call, “My plans
for Thanksgiving,” music, readings,
current events, tableau and remarks
by Rev. Mr. Bishop completed the
program.
There will be no meeting Nov. 26.
When you sneeze, dix>plets fly
from your nose and mouth at a
speed of 100 feet per second, high
speed photographs show.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Please allow me space for an ap
peal.
There is a family here of 10—
father is working and earning fair
pay—but not enough for absolute
necessities. The mother has re
turned from the hospital after a
serious operation and is still ill.
What they are needing right
now is a stove for the bedroom.
They have a kitchen stove, but that
is all and the house is a cold one.
They cannot afford to pay rent
for a decent house.
Quilts and bedding are needed—
and especially children’s warm un
derwear. This is an emergency
case and will seme generous per
son respond.
Please phone 663M or 663W or
leave articles at my office on
Spring street.
Helen Corbett
City Matron.

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
WILL

CLOSE
ALL DAY

THANKSGIVING
DAY
107-lt

Senter - Crane’s

Last Fur Sale of 1942

Eben was a great doctor and a
man. I know.

Friday and Saturday, November 27-28

Ik

»Ak.

CAN A
WINTER

THAW
YOUR

When the thermometer goes
up, how much of your anti
freeze goes nut ? “Protection”
isn't protection if it’s chased so
fast by heat, that your radi
ator might be sacrificed to the
next blast of COLD! (And re
pairs these days can cost you
even more in time than in
money!)

But Super Pyro is anti-freeze
that’s neither very expensive,
nor very easy to lose in mild
weather. Super Pyro is made
not to take quick leave—nc,t
even up around an engine’s
normal 160 degrees of hotness.'

The way Super Pyro can
largely stay right in there, de
spite the heat to be expected,
it can still be on hand to do
good duty when cold hits.
You're not always adding big
batches, nor adding much cost.
An l best of all is your peace of
mind—good, sound, economical
: ifety for the car you can’t re
place at any price. Today get
this highly heat-safe, cold-safe
Super Pyro.

PYRO
ANTI-FREEZE

Sable-dyed .Musk
rat box coat with
soft wing collar.
.Skins are worked
spirally for the full
sleeves, $250.00

FURS

Rockland Coal Co. Wharf

TEL. 420

103-tf

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Larfib and Veal
We sugar cure and smoke your
Hams. Shoulders and Baton
C. H. RICE CO.

ROCKLAND,

ME.

102-tf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Nov. 25 to 30
Dr. Blake B. Annis

Horace Maxey, principal of the
Thomaston High School was elect
ed president of the Knox-Lincoln
107-lt
Basketball Association at meeting |
Iwld in Rockland High School
BIG BEANO
Monday night. A schedule for the
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
season is being drawn up and will
Turkey and Chicken Dinners
be annouced shortly.
Given Away
$5—1 each; Door Prize $1.50
H. Laton Jackson, district super
Eight Lucky Games
Big Prizes on Evening Games
intendent of the Central Maine
107*lt Power Co., at Norway, who is to
come to Rockland shortly as as
sistant manager of the Eastern
Division, has bought the Arthur L.
RUSSELL
Rokes house at 130 Limerock street,
now occupied by the Herbert C.
FUNERAL HOME
Newbegins.

Ambulance Service
9 CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND. ME.

telephones

anti-rust

A

j

U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, INC.

SUPER

7/

> ar 781-1 ar 781-JX

1X9-112
ROCKLAND,
119-tf

TEL. 662

■MX I

BENEFIT BEANO
I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
LUCKY GAME
POOR PRIZE S7.5O
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
107*lt

z

ALL WOOL COATS

rv

A limited number of the famous

For winter you can afford the fur coat

KNOX MILL ALL WOOL COATS
Are available—100% pure virgin wool—long
wearing—rainproof—high, serviceable collar.

you have always wanted! Purchase it

during

our

Fur

Sale.

>

/

Beautifully

# matched skins made up in the coming

fashions all value-priced!

Special Sale on

Heavy Wool Flannel Jack Shirts

Full Rayon Satin Linings with Shields,
Glove Pocket and Sewn-in Hanger—

Double Backs, Warm and Serviceable
Write for samples and particulars

in Every Coat.
\

Price $7.00

$5.00 Down Payment

J. A. BREWSTER

Holds Your Coat

TELEPHONE 2010,

CAMDEN, ME.
106-107

Furs, Like Diamonds, Are Bought on Faith.

Sheared beaver topcardigan styled
u to go over every
thing
you
own.
Comes in the new,
smart 36 in. length.

$100.00

Tuesday-Fridav
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you and tf there is anything we
can do to make things brighter,
WALDOBORO
WARREN
happier or easier for you. we are
Maine homes are likely to be sev
eral degrees colder this Winter as
yours to command.”
EMLM OF
AlxENA L. STARRETT
a result of the African campaign.
‘‘With very best wishes from the
MRS. ISABEL I .ABF
Correspondent
New England reserves of oil and
Men’s Forum of the Baptist
Oc: respondent
zx zx zs z\
zx zx zx zx
Church."
ftftftft
gas are nearer to North Africa and
the route is safer. Tankers can
(Signed> Herbert L. Kenniston.
Tel. 49
Ttltpn one 78
president.
shuttle back and forth with more
speed
and safety than by the logg
Sixty-four
local
men
have
enM:s. Murray Benner is employed
Holiday
hours
at
the
Pest
Office
4/ Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
er routes through the Caribbean. will be: Open from 8 to 11 a. m.,| tered the armed forces,
a* the First National Store in
Damariscotta.
or until the 10.30 a. m. mail dis
A Gala Reception
Logistics
Prof. Frederick E. T. Tillotson, fact, their romance began at the
tribution
is
completed.
The
afterAl Gcrham, after 15 years with
Mr. and Mrs. John Hurme of
We hear now mucn about logis
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Mrs. Charles Carrol and Charles
Massachusetts
passed
the
week-end
NATIVE Eggs wanted Write us for
bama with his parents Mr. and
particulars or telephone 147 2, Wal
Collins are at their home here.
at
their
home
here.
doboro, Maine. BURNHEIMER BROS ,
Mrs. Nelson Theriault of North
Mrs. Herbert Murray and daugh
, North Waldoboro.
102-tf
Of Tired Kidney*
Miss Pauline Prior is guest of
Nobleboro. visited Mr. and Mrs.
———————Sb—.
A comfortably heated home is a healthfully
ter Beatrice have returned from a
H backache and leg paia« are making yoa I her sister, Mrs. Ernest Young in
Clyde Hilton recently.
miserable
t just complain and. do nothing
heated home. And since your health is so im
.X.-- . --, don
-- -------- - 1 Bristol.
visit in Portland.
about them. Nature may be warning you that
MISCELLANEOUS
Mrs. Reuben Chase and son of
your
kidneys
need
attention.
portant—this year more than ever—heat >'our
Call
Mrs. Maude E. Stone has re
Mrs.
Nathan
Thompson
and
two
The
Iddneya
are
Nature's
chief
way
of
taking
Chamberlain spent Sunday with
home with D. & H. Anthracite! It burns longer
turned from Augusta, Ga., where exceaa acids and poisonous waste out of the children of Friendship are visiting
NOTICE -1 will not be responsible
blood. They help most people pass about 3
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Dewey
for any bills contracted by anyone
and steadier—is more easily regulated for even,
407
she spent two weeks with her son pints a day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oren
McLain
other than myself after Nov. 21. JOHN
Winchenbach.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
Get attention for your pro
healthful temperatures. Remember the name
Charles who is stationed at Camp don't
D RICHARDSON, Rockland. Me.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dana
McLain
visit

work
well,
poisonous
waste
matter
stays
Mrs. Maurice Bodge and daugh
motion—with colorful post
_______ __________________________ 107*109
—D. A H. Anthracite:
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
Gordon.
ed Sunday with the latter’s par
ers. We build them inexpen
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
This Is to notify the public that I
ter Shirley were in Monmouth
Mrs. Lindy Hart has been a re pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Stover in
shall not be responsible for any bills
sively.
Sunday. \
under the eyes, headaches and dizsicontracted by my wife, Melissa Bragg
cent visitor at the home of rela puffiness
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
neas. Frequent or scanty passages with smart
Waldoboro.
TEL. 770
or anyone else other than myself from
The house of Frank Genthner was
ing
and
burning
sometimes
shows
there
is
some

tives in Rockland.
this date.
RAYMOND BRAGG
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
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Maine In Washington
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Music

BACKACHE,

ANTHRACITE

destroyed yesterday from a fire
ttarttng in the chimney. The bara
and ell were saved.

The D. A H. ANTHRACITE HOUR is on the air every
Tuesday evening, 7.30 to 8.00. Be sure to listen!

LEG FAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
The Gold Coast of Africa
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work yean They give happy rebef and will help world’s greatest producer of
miles of kidney tubes flush out poison- I ,
wuuuwgj__________________ wtrt^from tbs b’ood. Get Doan s P4M. I beans, the source of chocolate.

is the
cacao
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SUBSCRIPTIONS to magazines make
excellent Christmas Gifts.
R
S.
SHERMAN. 76 Masonic St . Rockland,
, Tel. 116*, fiend for latest catalog

MRS OSCAR LANE
Correspondent
ftftftft

-
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lAndrew Gilchrist, at the 1:
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j Mrs. Claude Swears was
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Miss Ann Watson of Sto
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Jesse Greenlaw.
The Discussion Club wil
Nov. 24 with Mrs. Mae LaV
There will be no Red Cn
Wednesday
Miss Marilyn Carver, daug
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Carv
a senior at Howard Seminai j
Bridgewater, Mass., Ls spend!
Thanksgiving holidays with ii
ents at home.
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas
turned from a visit with r
in Calais.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker wa
Friday to the Knit-W
Night Hawks

Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Yoi
turned Tuesday from Spri
Mass.
The Improvement Club ir
day with Mrs. William Lawi
session next Friday will be i
Biunity hall, work to be c
a quilt.
MLss Marion M Littlel
home from Hartford lc
holidays.
The Public Library will bt
Thanksgiving Day
War Bond Drive

A meeting was called r
With O. V. Drew, chairm;,
Faye P. Coburn, vice chi
organizing the "Minute Wo
'War" week Nov. 22 to 28.
Stamp and Bond Sale Drh
Majors for sections ol th
are: Claudine Dyer, Grace
Erma Holbrook. Granite
Marie Teele. Janette Jl
Louise Burgess. Beulah Dre^
ette Gregory. High street t,
Hollows; Cora Peterson.
Street to Steamboat Wharf
' Edith Thomas, Mary Mak
lantic avenue to Lanes Islan
Shields, Nellie Hall, East
Marion Littlefield. Etta
Villa Ames. Chestnut street
Ground; Fronia Tolman, Pei
Indian Hill; Annie Geary ai:
Pool, Eastern District.
GLEN COVE
.

Dauphin-Eaton

Miss Cynthia Eaton, daugf
Capt. and Mrs. R. F. Eatoj
United in marriage Thursda
tnng at 8 o’clock to Eugene
phin, Jr., son of Mr. and Mi
gene Dauphin of Bath, the
/nony taking place at Boi
Harbor with Rev. Forrest
.dield officiating, at his home
, Attendants were Mr. and
Lyman
Pinkham,
sister
brother-in-law of the bride
Following the wedding, a
tion was h^ld at the home
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Staged A Comeback

Recent visitors at the home of
How to cut the cost of
Mr. and Mrs. W D. Byers were
A « ««
Ganders
Hatch
a
Victory
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Byers and
MRS OSCAR LANS
Heating Your Home
After the Eggs Had
Miss Olive Leighton, all of PortCorrespondent
Jack Spear of Rockport and GranCooled
r« «a
BY
land, Jack Spear of Rockport and
Telephone 8-6
W.th
all
the
signs
and
portents
Granville Byers of Belfast.
AMERICA'S HOME HEATING EXPERT
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Banks and against them the Ganders staged a
The Farm Bureau met last Tues
daughters, formerly of this town, rousing comeback to trim the Skip- I
day with Mrs. Leroy Arey and Mrs.
but now of Damariscotta, were pers by 60 pins at the Cascade Alleys,
The Turn "foamper
Andrew Gilchrist, at the home of
thereby vindicating the faith ex
callers here Sunday.
the former.
pin protruding through the
MENTIONED the turn damper
Miss Caroline Patterson of pressed in them by The Ol’ Goose
smoke
pipe. Its position should
in
one
of
my
previous
arti
Mrs. Claude Swears was hostess
be such as to permit a uniform
Gardiner and Mrs. Harold Mar and putting it squarely up to Der
cles. This part of the heating
Monday to the Antiques.
amount of air to flow through
plant is so important however
riner of Belmont visited Sunday Captain Grimes to get a hustle on
Miss Ann Watson of Stonington
the fuel bed, making a briskthat
it
requires
further
discus

and
celebrate
the
victory
with
some
with the latter’s mother, Mrs. J.
fire. This position is as nearly
sion.
The
turn
damper,
or
but

was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
swell specimens of the culinary art. terfly damper, should always be
G. Packard.
closed a.s possible — up to the
.Jesse Greenlaw.
For didn’t the doughty Captain located between the check dam
point where fumes from the
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Packard are
The Discussion Club will meet
burning coal do not back into the
per and the furnace. It is the
go
on
record
as
saying
the
boys
spending a week at the home of
accelerator of the heating plant.
basement.
Nov. 24 with Mis. Mae Lawry.
her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. would not eat again until the Gan Some furnaces, however, are not
If this turn damper is located
There will be no Red Cross work
ders came through, and whejr they equipped with a turn damper, ln
between the check damper and
Charles
Welch
in
Machiasport,
and
Wednesday.
did—.well, he smacked his lips as a case of this sort your local
the chimney, it is in the wrong
Miss Marilyn Carver, daughter of are also deer hunting in that if to give the impression there would plumber should be called in to
place, because as the check dam
per opens, the turn damper will
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Carver, and vicinity.
be something extra special to pro install one.
act as a baffle in the smoke pipe,
With
an
accelerator
in
our
Rev.
Mary
Gibson
and
Mrs.
I a senior at Howard Seminary, West
vide sustenance to bowlers.
permitting the fumes of the
we are able to drive
1 Bridgewater, Mass., is spending the Etta Marriner were recent guests While the Ganders, did have a automobile,
burning coal to escape into the
fast or sloxv according to the
basement through the open
I Thanksgiving holidays with her par- of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr. little something extra on the ball, pressure that we put on it. With
check
damper.
•in Waldoboro.
a
heating
plant
if
we
want
to
| ents at home.
the Skippers had an extra hard run
If there are any doubts as to
burn
coal
faster
we
merely
open
Mr. and Mrs. Pear] Dickey of of luck and they used the alibi for
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas has rethe correct position or location
the turn damper. If we wish to
I turned from a visit with relatives Belmont called on Miss Frances all it was worth, going back in the reduce the burning speed we
of the turn damper in your fur
nace, ask your local coal dealer
Mayhew and Daniel McFarland re minutest detail to remember each close down on this damper.
1 in Calais.
to inspect your heating plant.
This turn damper is merely a
Mrs Elizabeth Bunker was host- cently.
and every hard break and at the end
(7)
circular
plate
with
an
attached
1 ess Friday to the Knit-Wits and Arthur E. Keating of West Som seeming to take comfort in the fact
1 Night Hawks.
erville, Mass, and Ralph P. Fowler that hard luck was dogging them
for duty either with the
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Young re- of Rockland were recent callers on every step.
Washington And You authority
Army or the Navy.
| turned Tuesday from Springfield, Eben Cobb.
Skipper Lane seemed to have
Washington,
Nov.
18
—
Republic'
Several letters have come to me
Mass.
The Woman’s Society met Nov fallen into the clutches of tiie Evil
ans
of
the
House
feel
that
their
|
saying
that men in the service are
The Improvement Club met Fri- 11 with Mrs. Gibson at the par One, but for frame after frame th-j
I day with Mrs. William Lawry. The sonage.
Skippers as a team could only get victory at the polls this month is I required to buy war bonds. A
.session next Friday will be at ComGilbert Marriner and Robert half woosters or pick out the quarter a command from the voters to Pittsfield constituent writes to say
I munity hall, work to be done on Richards, both of Camden, were pin on the first ball, and sometimes make every effort toward winning that men in the service have so
a quilt.
it would happen again on the second. this war, and to try to get rid of many demands on their small pay
callers in town last Friday.
Things showed up badly for the i delays, inefficiency, confusion. non- that often they cannot buy bonds
Miss Marion M Littlefield is
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess of
home from Hartford for the Waldoboro visited last Friday at Skippers on the start when Der essential spending which are hold- on a regular basis that makes no
allowance for their having special
1 holidays.
the Cobb home. Mrs. Harold Cobb Captain beat out Brer Peterson ;n 1 “lg us back
The Public Library will be closed accompanied them to Belfast to their little private feud before the | Republicans feel that tlie division expenses.
j Thanksgiving Day.
The War Savings Department of
call on their mother, Mrs. Sarah game got really under way, and between Democrats and Republicthe
tide
was
against
them
all
the
I
mis
in
the
new
Congress
will
be
!
the
Treasury says that while servBurgess, at the Bradbury Memorial
War Bond Drive
evening.
With
every
Gander
trimi
c
i
0S
e
that
Republicans
should|
ice
men, like everybody else, are
A meeting was called recently, Hospital.
ming
his
opponent,
and
the
Gan

1 with O. V. Drew, chairman, and A social, under the direction of ders winning every string it was a have a greater representation on encouraged to buy bonds, they are
committees and more consultation in no sense required to do so. It
I Faye P. Coburn, vice chairman, Rev. Mary Gibson, assisted by a
clear cut demonstration that no with the Democratic leaders on has been brought to my attention
group
of
the
layworkers
of
the
I organizing the “Minute Women at
I War” week Nov. 22 to 28, for the Community Church, was held last one wants to count Goose’s Ganders . legislation and general conduct ol; that individual officers sometimes
press their men unduly to buy be
Friday at the vestry for the boys goslins out until the eggs are the war effort.
I Stamp and Bond Sale Drive.
hatched and the scores totted up.
yond
their judgment of what thpy
and
girls
of
the
community.
Republicans ol the Hou.se have
Majors for sections of the town
With the Goose hitting 394 and
can
afford,
but every service man
Recent
local
successful
deer
a Committee on Committees made
I are: Claudine Dyer, Grace Lawry.
Cap'n
Grimes 275 the waterfront
should
know
that he cannot be re
hunters
are
Hiram
Davis,
Loring
| Erma Holbrook, Granite Island;
up of one Member from each State
crowd was wearing a smug smile of
quired
to
do
this.
I should be glad
Parker,
Frederick
Lucas
and
May

delegation. Each Committee Mem
I Marie Teele, Janette Johnson,
satisfaction,
and
to
celebrate
the
to
have
knowledge
of any case of
ber discusses assignments with
I Louise Burgess. Beulah Drew, Jan- nard Marriner.
festive
occasion
Der
Captain
burst
Jack Googins, who is employed
Members of the delegation and this kind.
I ette Gregory, High street to Deep
• * * •
into rhyme with the following
at
Bath,
was
a
week-end
visitor
at
represents the State delegation in
I Hollows;
Cora Peterson, Main
From
a
Lincoln
County consti
astonishing
results.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H E.
allocation of places by the Com tuent comes a letter asking for
1 street to Steamboat Wharf.
RHYMES BY GRYMES
mittee and House leaders.
Edith Thomas, Mary Maker. At- Cunningham.
owned a bowling alley, do you
dates of various actions on pro
H. D. St. Pierre of Bangor was If I know
what I'd do?
J lantic avenue to Lanes Island; Cleo
The establishment of the Second hibition during the first World
I'd
practice
and
practice
till
I
could
1 Shields, Nellie Hall, East Boston; recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
beat Drew.
Front in North Africa and the in War. He says he has been told
I'd roll and I'd roll, the balls down the
1 Marion Littlefield. Etta Morton. Whiting.
creasing demand for our armed that the State vote on the prohibi
alley
! Villa Ames, Chestnut street to Ball
Until I could make a one hundred forces showed the necessity for the
tion amendment to the Constitu
tally.
I Ground: Fronia Tolman, Pequoit to Pinkham in Bcothbay Harbor, the I'd puff my way through string after drafting of the 18 and 19 year old
tion was taken while the soldiers
Indian Hill; Annie Geary and Lora bride cutting the cake at the re- Until string.
It has always been my were in France and that if they
to my home the bacon I'd bring men
ireshment table. The couple then I'd stay on the job until I could hit.
1 Pool. Eastern District.
principle that those responsible for had been here the amendment
left on a wedding trip, on return The head pin and quarter without
getting a split.
the tiaining of the Army should j wouu never have been adopted. He
from which they -will reside in And when I'd perfected my own dipsy be given necessary authority. I
GLEN COVE
also says that it is his impression
doodle.
Bath.
I'd challenge all, Skippers and take voted for the draft of the younger
s
Dauphin-Eat on
that it was passed before the boys
their boodle.
The bride is a graduate of Rock Now all
boodle may mean cold cash or men and against the Senate limi went to France, and would have
V Miss Cynthia Eaton, daughter of
port High School class of 1942. Mr
tobac.
tation on where and how the Army been adopted just the same even
leapt. and Mrs. R. F. Eaton, was
takers of bets there’s never
1 Dauphin received1 his education in And for
no lack.
should train them. This Senate if all soldiers had voted against it
limited in marriage Thursday eve
So whenever I own an alley all mine.
the schools of Bath and is now em I'm
expecting free smoking practically provision would have prevented the
ning at 8 o’clock to Eugene Dau
The Library of Congress has
ployed at the Bath Iron Works.
all of my time.
Army taking these young men out
phin, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Eu
But until that time ccmes I have one
given me data showing that
of this country until they had had
fervent wish.
gene Dauphin of Bath, the cere
Congress submitted the amendment
That I could pi\y for my bowling in
a year’s training. It is impossible
NORTH
APPLETON
Grimes' dry fish.
mony taking place at Boothbay
to the States for ratification on
Ganders—Sanborn 260, Grimes ' for anyone to say in davance what Jan. 19, 1917; that ratification was
Among the lucky deer hunters
Harbor with Rev. Forrest Little
are Leland Martz, Harold Morton, 275, Mossier 263. Libby 255, Goose will be the best training for our proclaimed by the Secretary of
field officiating, at his home.
soldiers or to segregate the young
Teddy
Johnson, William Newbert. Arey 304. total 1360.
Attendants were Mr. and1 Mrs.
State Jan. 29; 1919. The effective
men from the older ones.
Skippers
—
Guilford
263,
Peterson
Sherman
Ames,
Alton
Hammond.
Lyman
Pinkham.
sister
and
date, determined by the U. S. Su
Many inquiries are coming to me preme Court, was Jan. 16, 1919,
brother-in-law of the bridegroom. Fred Demuth Jr. and Raymond 265. Drew 258. *Lane 236. Shields
278,
total
1300.
about income tax payments by sol which was the date when Utah, the
Following the wedding, a recep Gushee.
Scorer,- Andersc-n.
diers as more men are being in 36th State to ratify, made up the
Mrs. Angie Fish is visiting in
tion was h^d at the home of Mr.
* Stands for “hard luck.''
ducted. The Internal Revenue Bu necessary three fourths.
reau says that service men are sub
Ratification of the amendment
Bath this week.
ject to taxation, just like everybody
was
by vote of the Legislatures of
Philip Keene and Jcseph Fid else, but that the Soldiers are Sail
Buy U.S. War Bonds
the various States, and there was
dler of U. of M spent the week ors Relief Act provides that he may
no popular vote so it is impossible
end at Ormond Keene’s.
have deferment of income tax pay
to say that the aggregate for and
Mr. and Mrs Austin Towle were ments. If he wishes, the payments
against would have been.
in Portland Sunday to attend the may be deferred until six months
Admiral Randall Jacobs, Chief of
wedding of her sister Miss June after his services terminates. If he
Naval
Personnel, has written me
is
aboard,
a
prisoner
or
is
other

Wyman. R. N.
that
Navy
enlistments in Maine in
wise
prevented
from
filing
this
ap

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Cullicreased
31
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nan have returned from Attleboro, plication at once, he is allowed two
ber.
compared
to August and was
Mass., where they spent a week’s and a half months after his con
good
enough
to
say that my broad
vacation with relatives and friends. dition changes so that he may file
cast
from
Augusta
in favor of Navy
Mrs. Clara Sweetland who has application for deferment of the
recruiting
in
August,
helped. Others
Employment with Miss Adna Pit tax. He must however file an ap
of
the
Maine
delegation
made
man spent the past week with her plication for the deferment and he
similar
speeches,
and
I
am
pleased
parents ( Mr. and Mrs George must show that his ability to pay
the tax Is materially impaired by that the Navy should feel that we
Butler.
have been of service.
Edward Merceri, Vernon Pease reason of his military service. No
and Hayden Martz are busy these j Merest is charged during deferI
PERSONAL STATIONERY
§ days collecting scrap, the proceeds I ment.
MARTINSVILLE
The
Martinsville
Sewing Circle
This
applies
to
members
of
the
to be used for their School League.
was
recently
entertained
by Mrs.
Army,
Navy,
Marine
Corps,
Coast
also to win the war.
Guard
and
officers
of
the
Public
William
Harris,
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fine
supper
f
For Men and Women
and
hospitality
were
much
enjoyed.
Health
Service
detailed
by
proper
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on Envelopes
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AIR CORPS RATE!

BEST CENTER CUTS

OCEAN

PORK CHOPS
GEESE
CHICKENS

SPRAY

FANCY FATTED

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
15-OZ.
TIN

LB.

LB.

FRESH ROASTING—5-7 LB. AVE.

1

LB.

FRESH PLUMP—5-6 LB. AVE.

BELL’S

FOWL

POULTRY

BEST KIDNEY

LB.

LAMB CHOPS

SEASONING

49c

LB.

BEST RIB CUTS

pkg 8c

LAMB CHOPS

LB.

CRANBERRIES

2lc

GRAPE™!11 = 5 25«
ORANGES f,or,da
29c
APPLES
6 25c
SQUASH BLUE HUBBARD IJ LBS 10<
CELERY ™,ECRISP
19«
SWEET
6 25'
SPINACH S 3 2V

FANCY fMPFROR

doz

GRAPES

k

2LBS 25c
FANCY MclNTOSH

BUNCH

APPLES

5 lbs 25 c

We
U)

reserve the right to limit quantities of ALL merchandise

MILLBROOK CLUB - ALL FLAVORS - Price Contents

28 oz
GINGER ALE 4 BOTS
BROOKSIDE
OLD AGED

CHEESE
IT’S TANGY BECAUSE
IT’S PROPERLY AGED

LB

SWEET APPLE

CIDER
>4 GAL JUG 24C
GAL
JUG

41c

24i/2 LB
BREAD FLOUR
BAG
PASTRY FLOUR
2BA
8b
GOLD MEDAL “flour d 2 BAG8 ’1. 21
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
21c
FLAKO PIE CRUST 2
23‘
TOMATO JUICE ™asT £* 20c
homestead

CAKE FLOUR
NONE-SUCH MINCE MEAT
spray

MARVO,

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

i

2*M<G
4:gB

28 oz
JAR

17c
33c

3 lb tin 62 c

DIAMOND
I IS
WALNUTS
CALIFORNIA
CELLO. 33c
ILB
MIXED NUTS ASSORTED
FANCY
CELLO. 35c
RAISINS FANCY SEEDLESS
15 pkg 11c
RAISINS
FANCY SEEDED
15 oz PKG 14c
CURRANTS fancy PLUMP 1.01 pkg 12c

R * R
PLUM PUDDING
, la TIN 30c
STUFFED OLIVES FINAST 4 o> BOT 23c
RIPE OLIVES exturmab?a^e pt tin 21c
VANILLA BAKER'S EXTRACT 2 oi BOT 31c
FOUR
HARD CANDIES
29c
KINDS
FRUIT
PEEL
dromedary
MILLBROOK
CLUB
rnuu rtEii lemon . oran__ 3^5 Me KOLA
6^ 25c
Prico Contanta
ICE
CREAM
MIX
SWANSDOWN cake flour 2%LB25c TEN-B-LOW MAKES I QUART
'i*,n 33c
DROMEDARY nite.dates
22< SWEET POTATOES
IS oz TIN 13c
PITTED DATES SHEIK BRAND
18C PICKLES SWEET MIXED BANQUET 32
go0,
’ Jlc
MAKES LIGHT
2ViLB OlCHERRIES RED MARACHINO 2 JARS 17c BISQUICK
PKG * ■ »
BISCUITS QUICKLY
V-8 COCKTAIL
2 T?NS 29C DUFF'S CIMCER BREAD MIX 14 o, PKG 20c
20 ,
KREMEL ASSORTED DESSERTS 2 pkgs 9c PANCAKE FLOUR
2 PKGS 11c
o

CRACKER VALUES
COMMON CRACKERS NiEusco
nabisco
COCKTAIL
A«°"EOD
, lb rkg
SARATOGA flakes nabisco
SUNSHINE ,WAFERS pkg
EDUCATOR CRAX
.lb pkg

OUR BAKIKY VALUES
OLD ENGIISH
10c FRUIT CAKE
i!klgb 32c
RECIPE
27c FRUIT CAKE
DE LUXE
3p°kg‘ 65c
RAISIN POUND CAKE
pk°g 31c
20c SOUTHERN BELLE CAKE pkg 19c
16c WELLESLEY FUDGE CAKE pkg 19c

Send them a box of Military Stationery
i.T'..-

u

-fa]:* ' y •

'.; I

HAVE YOUR HOME SPARKLING

We have the official insignia for—

ON THC HOLIDAY

U. S. Army, U. S. Navy, U. S. Coast Guard,
if

s

KIRKMAN'S
borax soap
5 BARS 23c
KIRKMAN'S GRANULATED SOAP 2p1k6Es45c
GRANULATED <oap . finast 2 plkVs 35c

U. S. Marine Corps, U. S. Army Air Forces
and U. S. Navy Air Corps
These can be used on any of our stationery in stock

•

Krrp IT CAtATi

$1.25 to $2.00 per box

Make your selection early while stocks are complete

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A

Political boss Brian Donlevy finds himself in a tough spot with gamb
ler Joseph Calleia and his slugger William Bendix, and tries talking his
way cut of it with the help of his side-kick Alan Ladd. 'They’re all in (he
exciting Dashiell Hammett murder movie, “The Glass Key.” Veronica
Lake and Bonita Granville provide feminine interest in the Paramount
thriller.

Th» only inctrament Charlie needs
" for safe landings is one whiff of
Kate’s freshest Marble Cake—end
the only “instrument” you need to
be sore of finer texture and lasting
freshness ia Rumford Baking Powder.
FKEC: Patriotic pamphlet of sugarless
recipes! Conserve supplies for victory.
Write Rumford Baking Powder, Bos
BS, Rumford, Rhode Island.

ENLIST IN THE U S NAVY

20 MULE BORAX
SWAN
FLOATING SOAP
BON AMI
SUNBRITE
CLiAHSZR

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

8 PKGS 27c
ErHOc
2|U21c
& 13 oz 19c
TINS

FREE PARKING

Tuesday-Friday
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Page Six
Rachel Overlock, all of Thomaston then turned over to the Student
and Mrs. Laura Copeland, Mrs. Council members who attended
THOMASTON
Doris Maxey, Mrs. Edna Barrett, the Student Council meeting at
X\ XX
xx
xs zx zx zx
Mrs. Lula Libby and Mrs. Jeanette Cony High School in Augusta. Each
gave a gcod summary of the visit:
ADEIjLE M. HOE3
Robinson, all of South Warren.
Correspondent
Piincipal and Mrs. Horace Maxey Lawrence Chapman, Phyllis Hall,
ftftftft
and Mrs. Jennie Horne spent Sat- Russell Kelly and Virginia Hall.
urday in Waterville, the Maxey The chief topic was the Victory
Tel. 94
children^ David and Horace being Corps- From their report it seems
All Air Raid Wardens are a;ked guests cf their grandmother, Mrs. that the pupils are dcing their
to attend a meeting at Watts hall Frank Maxey, Rockland, mean- share in the war effort.
Ralph Paulson has joined the
tonight at 7.30 o'clock, as plans for while.
carrjing out dim-out regulations
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Linekin en-lNavy. He visited here last week,
will be presented, and Fire Chief | tertained at a picnic supper Satur-1 Beverly Kirkpatrick has received
Edwin Andersen will continue his day. friends who usually spent the! a certificate in typewriting fcr aclecture on new types of bombs.
Wintcr at Miami Beach, Fla., and j quiring 53 words a minute; and
Miss Flora Thornton, who Ls em-j who, while there, congregated for 'Neil Libby 32-words a minute,
ployed at the Knox Hotel, Ls en- a weekly picnic. Those present
The honor roll for the first rankjoying a weeks vacation.
, were Mr and Mrs. James Creigh-' jng
is; fieniors A s and Bs
James Dana arrived today from ton Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. Frank
Miller, Barbara Maxey.
Hebron Academy, to spend the re- Winchenbach, Mrs. Este.le New- o;eT1jce Lei mend, Beverly Klrkmainder of the week with his par- | bert. Mrs. Hazel Gilchrest, Lloyd
Priscilla Hastings
All
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dana. Beckett and Arthur Gammage. A E's, Elair.e Risteen, Elmer Biggers;
social evening followed.
Contract Club met Friday at the
Juniors, All A’s, Almond Jellison,
Mrs Paul Taylor and son James
home of Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, with
Audrey
Simmons; Eleanor Nelson;
three tables. The high scores were have returned to Washington, D C A's and B's, Leis O'Neil, Marilyn
recejved by Mrs William T. Flint, after being guests for a week of Maloney, Phyllis Hall, Jean' GillMrs. William Boynton and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell D^vis.
chrest, Eleanor Gregory, Jean
Judge James A. Pulsifer of Au- Crie, Lorraine Armstrong; all B’s,
Arthur J. Elliot. The next mpetIng w’ill be at the home of Mrs. burn will arrive today and pass tIie!Buss€u Kelley, Mary Luce
j remainder of the week with his j
Sophomores, A's and B's, Mar
The next stated meeting of daughter and son in-law, Mr. and jorie Cushing, Edwin Leach, Grace
Grace Chapter, O E S . will be Wed Mrs. Harold Dana.
Mrs. Walter Fletcher of Everett, Paulsen, Paul Thorndike; all B's,
nesday at 7.30
Mass., was w’eek-end guest of her James Gillchrest.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Dana and sister. Miss Nellie Tibbetts, at the
Freshmen, all A’s, Donald Reily;
son Johr. were guests Sunday of i home cf Mr. and Mrs. Wendell A’s ar.d B's, Lawrence Kangas,
Mrs. Dana's parents, Judge and Barjow
Winifred MacParland, Carleton
’Mrs. James A. Pulsifer, Auburn.'
Sawyer; all B’s, Roger Levan.
and on return tlie same day were J
High School News
accompanied by Mrs. Pulsifer who
Mr. Maxey had luncheon SaturUnderwear—colorful selection of
day with President Bixler, presi-^ new slips, gowns, bed jackets and
will be their guest for a week.
Daniel W. Carter of Pert Clyde dent cf Colby College. They dis- pajamas. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop.
arrived Sunday to spend a week cussed the effect of war on edu- Copper Kettle-—adv.
105-110
with his daughter and son-in-law, cation.
Audrey Simmons has received a
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Carter.
HOPE
Miss Helen Carr. Mrs. A P certificate in typewriting for a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur S. Har
Heald and Mrs. Edgar Ames were speed cf 42 words a minute.
wood,
announce
the
engagement of
luncheon guests Friday cf Mrs
Studying will be over from Wed
their
daughterr,
Miss
Julia S.
Percy Demmons and her daughter. nesday until Monday.
Harwood,
Watertown,
Mass.,
to Dr.
The Sophomore class will hold a
Miss Mildred Demmons.
Adelbet
N. Drury, Winthrop,
Mrs. E. P. Ahern returned Friday social Wednesday.
after being guest of her sister, Mrs
The senior class had pictures Mass. Miss Harwood is a graduate
George Patterson, Fairfield, for two taken and hope to receive them of Camden High School and of
weeks.
early so they may be used for Bryant & Stratton Commercial
Mrs. Kenneth Fales of South Christmas presents. Pictures have School of Bostcn and is employed
Warren entertained the Rug Club also been taken for the year book. as bookkeeper for Metcalf & Eddy,
Thursday, dinner being served at j The assembly Nov. 18 was opened Cnsulting Engineers, Boston. Dr.
noon. Those present were Mrs. with the flag salute by Sherman Drury, a Bostcn dentist, is a grad
Doris Spear, Mrs. Olive Brazier, Stanley and a Bible selection by uate of Wakefield High School and
Mrs. Marion Grafton and Mis Ruth Miller. The meeting, was of the University of Maryland.

Jfl

GOOD CHEER AND GOOD

NUTRITION FOR YOUR WARTIME

ROCKPORT

Tuesday-Friday

Strand Theatre Midnight Show Wednesday
Social

ftftftft
UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft

TeL 2228

CAMDEN
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
XX
ZX ZX

XX XX
XX XX

Tel. 659

Frank Leonard spent Sunday in
Winterport.
' Friday Club will meet this week
with Mrs. Thcmas French, Wash
ington street. The reader will be
Mrs. John Taylor.
The annual meeting of the Con
gregational Parish will be held
Wednesday, at 8 o’clock. A social
hour with refreshments will follow
the business meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Corthell and
Prudence Weaver spent Sunday in
Dover-Foxcroft.
A Thanksgiving service will be
held Thursday morning at 8
o’clock at the Congregational
Church.
•»
A. Burton Stevenson, Jr., has re
turned from a trip to Boston.
Community Hospital Donation
Day is being observed today 'from
3 to 5 o'clock at which time the
new x-ray machine will be exhibit
ed.
Margaret Hansell, David
Crockett Sr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Goodwin are surgical patients; Mis.
Arlettie Good has returned home;
Serg. and Mrs. Joel Pennington
have named their son, Douglas
Stanley.
The piano recital by pupils of
Mrs. Ruth Collemer has been post
poned from this afternoon to De
cember, the date to be announced.
A Victory dance for the service
men will be held Wednesday at the
Opera House. Bud Clark and his
boys will furnish the music. The
Motor Corps is sponsor.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
omit its meeting this week due to
to the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Murray Smith
v.ho motored Thursday to Provi
dence, R. I. have returned heme.
Funeral services were held Sat
urday for Alice Lulu, 77, wife of A.
Sanford Carroll who died Wednes
day at her home on Washington
street. Rev. Melvin H. Dorr., Jr.,
of the Baptist Church officiated
and burial was in Mountain Ceme
tery. Besides her husband, she is
survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Robert Rankin of Bangor and Mrs.
Robert Pendleton of Boston.
Joseph R. Burridge, 42, died
Sunday after a short illness. He
had been a resident here for over
20 years. Deceased was born in
Randolph, Vt., son of Edith^ Flint
/ind the late Frank Burridge. He
is survived by his mother; three
brothers, Otis and Clinton of Cam
den; Pvt. Stanley Burridge of Fort
Bragg. N. C.; a sister, Mrs. Evelyn
Crosby; two daughters, Phyllis of
this town and Edith of Hinkley.
Funeral services were held today
from Good funeral home, Rev. M.
H. Dorr officiating. Burial will j
be in Randolph where committal !
services will lie held.

Mrs. Lena Wall and daughter
Edith and Beulah Libby of Cam
den were in Belfast Wednesday to
attend the funeral services for Mrs.
' Wail's brother, Alfred Ellis. Within
the past three months, Mrs. Wall
has lost two brothers by death.
, Fifty firemen and guests attend
ed the supper Wednesday at the
Methcdist vestry served by tlie
Junior Ladies' Aid. Chief Allen
Payson cf the Camden Fire De
partment was scheduled as guest
speaker, but in his unavoidable ab, sence, Chief Air Raid Warden Earl
Achorn gave a brief outline of the
refresher course held recently in
Bangor for wardens cf the various
communities and also spoke of the
new type of bombs, the methods
of handling, and of various other
charges and improvements in the
local defense set-up.
1
Miss Marion Weidmarf will go to
Portland Thursday to spend the
holiday with her cousin, William
Talbot.
Everett Morong of Portland is
visiting his brother, Benjamin
Morong cn Beauchamp Point.
Mi’s. Julia Corson and Miss
Harriett Folger are in New York
City for an indefinite stay. En
route they visited in Boston for
two days.
Pvt. Ralph Auspland is at home
from Knollwood Field. N. C. to
spend a Thanksgiving vacation.
‘ Teddy” Lane was at home from
Portland to spend tlie week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry ^ane.

I

M

B. W. Pineo cf Milo was a visitor
in Rcckland over the week-end.

Bine Crosby Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour. the nation’s most pooular trio of traveling stars appra*
together awin' in Paramount’s third ‘ road” picture. “The Road To Morocco.” Anthony Quinn and Don*
SSJ ar,’SM I*' ™ »hilh reaure, «
„< Hollywood beauties.
Four hit tune, mtlodm

Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell left this
morning for Lowell. Mass., where
ehe will spend Thanksgiving week
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bick
nell.

“Moonlight,Becomes You" and “Constantly” contribute to the liveliness of the proceedings._________________

Frank Pietroski was licme frem
Dorchester, Mass., over the week-' j

Foster, stage manager; Neil Brown. Mpiv CcHTlden Theatre Wednesday, Thursday
in charge'of tlie curtain and sound *
”
“
effect; Earlene Davis and Margaret i
Ames, prompters.
Tlie Glee Club, under tlie direc- J
tion of Miss Carolyn Dow and
Earle Achorn furnished several i
selections between the acts and a i
dance number by Patricia Wall was
also enjoyed. Miss Mary Reny cf
the faculty, who coached the cast,
deserves much credit for the suc
cessful affair.

end.

WEST ROCKPORT

Miss Lucille Dean, a student at
Mrs. Carolyn Rappley of Walpole
Fisher College, Somerville, Mass., spent the week-end with her
arrived Sunday to spend the daughter, Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
Thanksgiving recess with her
Mr. ad Mrs. Levi Morton and
mother, Mrs. Ardelle Dean.
daughter Donna of Wells, motored
A special Thanksgiving service here for the week-end accompanied
was held at the Baptist Church by Miss Blanche Collins who had
Sunday night with all churches been their guest for a week.
participating. Miss Hattie Carle of
Mrs. Ina Oxton received' a mes
te Pentecostal Church delivered the sage Thursday1 from her son, Rob
message. Prayer was offered by ert I. Oxton that he was in New
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. York enroute to Camp Kilmer. He
Music was furnished by the chil had been stationed in the South.
dren's choir with Mrs. Overman at
Daniel Andrews was home from
First Knox County Shewing. Dancing, rcmancing Fred Astaire an: i
the piano. On the platform was a the U. of M. in Orono to spend the
Rita Hayworth in “You Were Never Lovelier,” whose music was penneil h
large display cf vegetables and week-end with his parents Mr. and Jerome Kern and is presented by Xavier Cugat and his orchestra. Adolphe 3
canned goods which had been do Mrs. S. Joseph Andrews.
Menjou is also featured.
nated by members of the church
Mrs. ’Bernard Jackson of Rock
for the Thanksgiving baskets which land spent last week at Perley MerTENANT’S HARBOR
SOUTH THOMASTON
will be distributed to worthy fami rifeild’s while her sister, Mrs. El
A church service will be hclc
Forget-me-not Chapter O.E.S.
lies, also a sum of money to be mer Merrifield1 was visiting her
used for buying meat to round out aunt in Gardtiner.
met Monday with 59 members and Thanksgiving morning at 930
the holiday menu.
Supper wa« which the new pastor, Rev. Mr
Earl Tolman returnedl Saturday visitors present.
Mrs. Charles Carver entertained from a gunning trip Down East.
served at decorated tables with Lincoln, invites everyone. All pas
at beano Saturday with prizes go
Albert Quinn, who spent several guests present from Naomi and tors in the tcwn will be welcome;,
ing to Mrs. Edgar Bohndell, Mrs. days last week in company with Golden Rod Chapters. Nine can
The Christian Endeavor
Myra Giles and Charlton Daueett. friends hunting in the vicinity of didates received the degrees: Mr. also.
meetings
hajve been resumed an:
Others present were Mrs. Daueett, Wesley, has returned to his work and Mrs. Ero Blom, Mrs. Carolyn
a
special
interest is being showi.
Mr. Bohndell, Mr. and Mrs at the Blueberry Growers store.
Davis, Mrs. Frances Norton, Mrs. again by the young people. They
Herbert Crockett, Ralph Murray.
Miss Roberta Lane and Miss Roe Mary Jackson, Mrs. Marian Les invited the pastor to be leader
Mrs. Ralph Wilson, Forest Daueett Shadie of Rockland are spending
ter, Mrs. Mabel Putnam, Mrs. Inza the first Fall meeting Fridav. Pre
and Elizabeth Daueett and Mr. the week with the former's parents,
Witty and Mrs. Bessie Drinkwater. ceding the Sunday Schocl I< so: Ij
Carver. Lunch followed play.
M. and Mrs. John Lane Sr.
Mrs. Victoria Clements was soloist Sunday in the vestry, a missionar I
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
and also sang a number for the program will be presented in which®
meet Wednesday at the vestry for
program which consisted of speak- the teachers and cla£«s wil, h&v(
Harold Teen says—
an all-day session.
in«n by visiting members; remarks part. Thp moiH,y from thp |);rth.
The Twentieth Century Club will
by Worthy Patron Gilford B. But- | day bank wiJ1 bp donafced
thft|
omit its meeting Friday due to the
er; original poem by Aurelia Rip- j WorW Emergencly Pund a,s£> {he
holiday.
lep; talk by Past Patron Fred Rice
special change cards previously
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Young cf
on his experiences in Panama and
distributed.
Brunswick announce the birth Nov
the work of the Eastern Star there.
15 of a daughter, Ann Christiana.
This was interesting and informa
ST ITE OE MAIM
The child is named fcr the an
tive. Worthy Matron Lotta Crow County of Knox. «s
Superior < ur’ I
cestor of her mother, first of the
rHE honorable justice Ol J
ley and Associate ‘Patron Harvey THE SUPERIOR
COURT, next '
' J
Leech family in Philadelphia, Pa.
held at Rorklanrt within and Ljt '
Crowley
came
from
Scarboro
Beach
Dec. 24, 1744 tive original Ann
i.ounty of Knox nu the scrottH f ' •
where they now reside to attend flay of February J!)43
Christiana Young arrived in Phila
Mattle o Roberts of Rockland
this meeting.
said County of Knox, being 11'
delphia from Germany with her "On the level folks, we’ve all got to
of Wilfred A
Roberts, respectfu”',’
parents. She was then seven years buy more War Bonds! Let's top
represents that
she
wa?
lawful!’.’
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps marrleq to the said Wilfred A K ’? |
that 10% by New Year's.”
old. Nov. 23, 1753 she was married
erts at Tenant 's Harbot*- Main*1 tm 'hf'
seventeenth dav of Nlvembej. 1917 |
to John Leech and from this
that they lived together as hu,' mt!
union the present Leech family
mivo
and wife at said Rockland from 'I'’
time oT their marriage u.:’i. ' ”
POO
continues in and near Philadelphia.
eighth day of June. 1930: that, ■
THORNDIKE HOTEL
libellant has always conducted li< • 1
Once again a Leech and Young
gy j.tuwcyyfsrM^MrMomt
towards her said husband as a faith
ful, true and affectionate wife, t! ■’
xyftjm/KAT axatzu
MtPt&wr have married and now comes a | ’
SPECIAL THANKSGIVING DINNER
on said eighth day of June. 1930 ' e
new Ann Christiana Young. Guy
said Wilfred A. Roberts utterly de rt
Young is tlie son cf Mr. and Mrs.
ed your libellant without cause that
said utter desertion has continued
i IS THL BUILDING
m
Served from 12.00 to 2.00—6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
Clinton Young of this town.
for three
consecutive
year.
r.ext
jf
Choice cf
OF GOOD ROADS
prior to the filing of this libel, ’uat
Funeral services for Isabel
PECULIAR JUST TO
the residence of the said Wilt.
A
(Loomis) Shields, wife of William
THE 20* CENTURY
Roberts Is unknown to your llbe. ant
.•MENU::
and cannot be ascertained bv re?.i Shields cf Richards Hill, will be j
' able diligence; that, there is no c
] slon between your libellant and
9
' held this afternoon at 2 o’clock in , v
Fresh Lobster Cocktail
said Wilfred A Roberts to obta.
a
Half
Grapefru
’
t,
Maraschino
Thomaston at the Davis undertak- j 2
divorce; that there is a minor cln d,
Chicken Soup au Riz
Cream of Pea Soup
namely: Harry F. Roberts age 14 >•
, ing parlors. Her death occurred j
WHEREFORE she prays that, a hAppetizers
i
vorce
may be decreed between he:
d
M fKJSURE , Friday night in Rockland where i g
Spiced Watermelon
X
i
the
said Wilfred A Roberts for ’ e
Sweet
Mixed
Pickles
, she had received hospital treat-'
IN TIBES AFFECT
; cause above set forth and that
Dill Pickles
may be awarded the custody of
i1
USAGE OF GAS
ment. Besides her husband, she is
! child.
JT
APPRECIABLY
Broiled White Fish, Maitre d’Hotel
Dated
at
Rockland,
^faine
survived by three sisters and sev
ninth day of November. 1942
v
Parslied Potatoes
eral nieces.
MATTIE O ROBERT

o,

Mrs J. F. Cooper left Saturday
for Governor s Island. N Y. where
she will spend the Winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Kenneth P Lord. \i
Lieut. Edgar Smith. U S. Coast
Guard, and family, will occupy Mrs.
Cooper's residence on Limeroek
street.

Kennedy Crane is in New York
On his return he will be joined nt
Bostcn by Dr. nnd Mrs. Lawrence
Crane, who will accompany him
home for the holiday.
I Tl
Christmas Selection of calfskin
nnd alligator hand bags; assorted
styles. At Sarah Linnell Hat Shop
Copper Kettle.—adv
105-110
-----------------I tli
Visit Lucien K. Grpen <fc Son’s
6econd floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.

9*f

X^To relieve distress of MONTHLY"^

Female Weakness
AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Compound
TABLETS (with added iron) have
helped thousands to relieve periodic
pain with weak, nervous, blue feel
ings— due to functional monthly,
disturbances. Also, thelr iron makes
them a fine hematic tonic to help
build up red blood. Plnkham’s Tab
lets arc made especially lor women
Follow label directions.

HELL-RAISERS
FROM SHANGRI-LA!
4/woys reody for a i(np...wlth a Jap!
TMKf AMERICAN SKY FIGHTERS HAVE RUT ONE

MISSION AS THEY PATROI IME SKlESOVfR

(MINA

TO BI AST TO Rl OODV, BURNING MFIL

THE SNEAKING JAPS WHO MAYE UNLf ASWID
THEIR TERROR ON THE WORI O'

QC/IZ FOR

»

A CUM \\ to your Thanksgiving

dinner tlii- year—what could

a party touch to any meal. But—more im

MANY
RURAL
riTEP CARRIERS
TRAVEL BY
CAR
1%

be more

portant still—Sealtest lee Cream is packed

fitting than to serve Sealtest lee Cream?

full of the good, solid nourishment that

It's so delicioiislv smooth—so tempt

every dish should have these days. Make

Answers to Quiz for Drivers

ingly creamy ami flavnrful — that it gives

it a regular part of your wartime meals.

A.—No. More tlian three hundred
v ears ago, Galileo began the study of
materials suitable for good highways
and Roman roads have long been
famous.
A.—It requires more gas to run a
car when there is reduced air pres
sure in tires; authorities now recom
mend 30 to 35 pounds pressure for
fires of passenger cars. This slightly
decreases riding comfort, but tbe
firmer the tire, the less wear it gets
A.—33,065 members of the National

FRO-JOY
ICE CREAM
Inc. and ihn compnns
are under the mine ownership
DON’T MISS TIIE SEALTEST PROGRAM, THURSDAYS. I• P M^
*
NBC NETWORK

mr

Rural

Senior Play A Success

w\

Letter Carriers Association

drive 1,400,000 miles daily, using 140,000 gallons of gas.

!

“Birds of a Feather,” tlie threeact farce comedy, presented byHigh School Senior Class at Town
hall Friday, drew an unusually
large audience, and all present
were enthusiastic in praise for
each member of the cast.
Being thoroughly familiar with
their lines, the yoythful actors and
actresses were able to throw them
selves into the true spirit cf the
performance making it seem real
istic.
The characters were taken by:
Priscilla Crcekrtt. Dwight Noyes.
James Whitney. Alice MacDonald.
Mary Daueett, Marjorie Bredis,
Gerald Richards, Mary Hawkins,
Elizabeth Cavanaugh. Nancy In

Roast Vermont Turkey, Sausage Dressing
Giblet Gravy
Cape Cod Cranberry Sauce
Roast Stuffed Long Island Duckling
Currant Jelly
Broiled Native Lobster, Sauce a la Rector
Native Calves Liver, Broiled Star Bacon
Roast Chicken, Savory Dressing, Giblet Gravy
Lemon Sherbet
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Whipped Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Birds Eye Peas
Chef's Salad, French Dressing
Ifot Tea Biscuit
Parker House Roll.
Desserts
English Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Squai h Pie
Green Apple Pic
lee Cream
Strawberry
French Vanilla

Fruit Cake
Hot Fudge Sundae
Coffee

graham. Maynard Ingraham and
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette, Ralph Staples. Others assisting in
I staging the performance: Edgar tcxxfcxirgtcictc'cxmmw
♦3.00 a year

Tea

After Dinner Mints
SI-50 Per Plate

Baked Appl?
Milk

STATE OE MAIM
County of Knox, ss
Subscribed and sworn to befot'this ninth day of November. 194?
HARRY E WILBUR
Notary Pubii'i
Notarial
Seal
STATE OF MAINE
rt (L S )
Knox, ss
Clerk's Office, Superior Co ■
n
ln Vacation
Rockland. Nov. 14. A
D 1942
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
_ That the Libellant give notice to sa:d
ti Wilfred A Roberts to appear before
our Superior Court to be holden •'
Rockland, within and for the Coui? ■'
of Knox on the second Tuesd. v
ruary, A. D 1943. by publishing al
attested copy of said Libel, and tb'
order thereon, three weeks sue? • •
ly in The Courier Oazette. a new^p?per printed In Roekland ln our Cf
ty of Knox, the last publication to '
thirty days at lea't prior to said r
ond Tuesday of Febri^ary next, 'bhe may there and then in our . air
court appear and show cause, if ar
he have why the prayer of said Lilx
lant should not be granted
EDWARD P MURRAY
I
Justice of the Superior Cour*
A true copy of the Libel and Order * i
the Court thereon.

(L. S.)

Attest; MILTON M. GRIFFIN. C.eik
105-T-lVj
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Plus SUPERMAN CARTt

Note! THURSDAY. TI]
Continuous
Matinee Shows, 2.30. 4.30]

THURSDAY—ALL DAY—ALL

Today: Abbott and Costej

Wednesday Night, 11.1
B. Crosby, B. Hope, D. Lame
Starts Friday, “Tl

*«

GILBERT’S BL
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKL;
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Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Page Sevan

--------------------------------------------------------- -------------t
Mrs. Mabel Day, Holmes street,
is a patient at Knox Hospital.

dnesday

Social Matters

Educational Club
This And That
Three Ministers Were Heard
At the Season’s Closing
Picnic

Fred L. Linekin. Broadway, who
suffered an ill turn last week, is a
patient at the Kncx County Gen
eral Hospital. His condition is
somewhat improved.

Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
Mrs. Charles A. Morton. Frank
John L. Flanders of East Waldo
boro, were business visiters in lin street, left Saturday for Medfordz’Mass., w’here she wrill spend
| Rockland. Friday.
Thanksgiving with her sister, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Jr., H. C. Vcorhees.

r

ti ivcling stars, appear!
Ihony Quinn and Donna i
»ur hit tunes including|
lings.

day, Thursday

in. ing Fred Astaire and
use music was penned by]
id his orchestra. Adolphe

ANT’S HARBOR
i service will be held]
'•g morning at 9.30 to*j
new pastor, Rev. Mr.J
.te everyone. All pas-|
town will be welcome!
Christian Endeavor I
been resumed andi
merest is being shown!
;e young people. They!
pa tor to be leader o.*l
11 meeting Friday. Pre-1
Sunday School lesson I
hr vestry, a missionary
1 b< presented in which
and classes will have
money from the birthwiri be donated to the
rgencly Fund, also the
tnge cards previously

of Skowhegan, will arrive WednesMrs. Lillian M. Baldridge, a
1 day for Thanksgiving with Mr. and
draftswoman in the electrical de
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Beech street partment of Office of Supervision
of Shipbuilding. Bath, was a busiMr. and Mrs. Milton A Beverage,
nessr caller in Rcckland, Monday.
whose marriage took place a week
ago, left today fcr their home in
Empoyes of the offices of the
Philadelphia. They spent Mcnday
Maine Central Railroad Co., Rock
night with relatives in Friendship
land, together with their wives,
and were recently tendered a re
held a dinner party at the Hotel
ception at Mr. Beverage’s home
Rockland Sunday night, in honor
town, North Haven.
cf Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Wynne,
B. W. Pineo cf Milo was a visitor
Mr. and Mrs. E. 3. Carrol!, Mr who are socn to leave Rockland to
in Rcckland over the week-end.
and Mrs. Harvey Bean and son. make their home in Yarmouth. Mr.
Elden, of Warren, were guests Sun- Wynne, first trick operator and
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell left this day of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin French. ticket agent the past eight years,
goes to new duties as agent at Yar
morning for Lowell, Mass., where
mouth
Junction. Those present
she will spend Thanksgiving week
Mrs. Faith W. Berry of Grove
were
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Iz Cars
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bick street, is cenffned to her home by
ley,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ernest B. Busnell.
illness.
well, Mr. and Mrs. Sanford W.
Frank Pietroski was heme frem• Mrs. Harold B. Savage and Mrs, Delano, Mr. and Mrs. Ivy F. J3rackDorchester, Mass., over the week- j Leiia Benner were week-end guests ett, Mrs. Lillian McCurdy, and Mr
and Mrs. Wynne. Mrs. Wynne was
of Harcld Savage in Portland.
presented with a corsage of flow
Mrs. J. F. Cocper left Saturday i Miss Jacquelyn Snow entered ers and Mr. Wynne, a pocket book.
for Governor’s Island. N. Y., where Thayer Memorial Hospital in Wa>
A very enjoyable party was held
she will spend the Winter with her terville today fcr a tonsil operation.
daughter, Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord. Accompanied by her mother, Mrs last night for the boys of the Na
Lieut. Edgar Smith, U. S. Coast Fred A. Sncw, they motored over val Base and Coast Guard in the
Guard, and family, will occupy Mrs. yesterday and were guests last church basement by the young
Ccoper’s residence on Limerock night of Mrs. Ralph W. Richards ladies cf St. Bernard’s Parish.
Games and music were enjoyed by
street.
Mrs. Charles Ronco is a surgical all and refreshments were served
Kennedy Crane is in New York patient at the Knox County” Gen to about 50 young men and wcmen.
On his return he will be joined at eral Hospital.
A musicale was given by the stu
Bostcn by Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence
dents
of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn,
Crane, who will accompany him
Mrs. W. K. Stanley returned
Sunday
afternoon at her home oa
heme for the holiday.
Thursday from Trenton, N. J.,
Lisle street. Much pride in the
where she has been for several
progress of these young people was
Christmas Selection of calfskin weeks.
expressed by the audience of
nnd alligator hand bags; assorted
styles. At Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. 1 Mrs. A. D. Morey entertained mothers. Miss Bertha Luce verj’
Copper Kettle.—adv.
105-110 * Mite Club with a 4 o’clock tea at graciously played the Borowski
the Copper Kettle yesterday aft Adoration on the violin. Mrs.
Visit Lucien K. Green <fc Son’s ernoon. Mrs. Walter Spear poured. Henry Gardner and MLss Luce as
6econd floor, 16 School street, Odd There were three tables of con sisted as hostesses. Those taking
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur tract, the winners being Mrs. Sea part were the Misses Carolin Snow,
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate brook Gregory. Mrs. Arthur Haines Jacqueline Sncw, Jean Spear, Rhea
prices.
9t-f and Mrs. Charles Emery. A spe Gardner, Janice Koster, Gerry Bil
lings, Jean Williams, Verna Wal
cial guest was Mrs. Scott F. Kit
dron,
Priscilla Starr. Dorothy.
^*To relieve distress of MONTHLY^ tredge of Portland. Other guests
Curtis, Barbara Koster. Joan Hunt,
were Mrs. Dana Newrrfhn, Mrs.
Charlotte Cowan, Virginia Pink
Ralph Bangs, Mrs. Sar.fcrd Delano
ham, Helen Lynch, Mary Richards,
and Mrs. Walter Spear.
AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!
and the Masters Billy Pease, David
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Compound
Spillanc, Cliff Harper, Bruce Strat
TABLETS (wtth added Iron) have
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
helped thousands to relieve periodic
ton and Paul Halligan.
pain with weak, nervous, blue feel
Simplicity
Foundation garments,
ings— due to functional monthly
front lacing corsets, combinations,
disturbauces. Also, their Iron makes
The Rubinstein Club met Friday
them a fine hematic tonic to help
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. afternoon at the heme of Mrs.
b’.llld up red blood. Plnkham’s Tab
lets arc made especially jor women
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., Faith Berry, Grove street. Miss
Follow label directions.
Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf Mabel Spring, president, opened
the meeting and then turned it
ever to Mrs. Dana S. Newman,
program chairman. Mrs. Kathleen
WEDNESDAY
S. Fuller read an excellent paper
cn “Thanksgiving.” The musical
and THURSDAY
program consisted of group sing
ing of the Thanksgiving hymn; vo
cal solos by Mrs. Mildred Hav
ener and by Capt. Keryn ap Rice,
guest soloist, and a piano duet,
“Pomp and Circumstance,’’ by Mrs
TMFSF AMERICAN SKY UGH TERS HAVE BUT ONE
MISSION AS THEY PATROL TNE SKIES OVER
Berry and Mrs. Newman.

Female Weakness

Stfcaiut

CHINA

TO BI AST TO BLOODY, BURNING HELL

THE SNEAKING JAPS WHO HAVE UNLEASHED

THEIR TERROR ON THE WORLD!

BUY MOVIE CHECK BOOKS
AND SAVE!

of MAINF

'TT

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
A Super Double Feature

Superior Court
■’"JORABIE JUSTICE OK
’OF? ('OURT. next to be
.land wthlti and for the
no\ on the rronti Tu»’ •
lary. 1943
I' brrt.; of Rockland in
I Knox, being the wife

Program

Hit No. 1

Another cf Those Exciting
“Michael Shayne” Thrillers!

Robert.-,
respectfully
was
lawfully

V

• ' Wilfred A RobHarl i Maine on tho

i’
'Hr.

r

VBvpinbeyr

‘-‘JUST OFF

1917.

red together as husband
said

Rockland

from

the

BROADWAY”

rtr marriage u.itn the
’1 June, 1930: that your
alwav < conducted herself
-aid husband as a falth'. affectionate wife; that
i dav of June. 1930
tee
A Roberts utterly desert
an: without cause; that
desertion

has

Hus SUPERMAN CARTOON—SHOW DOWN

continued

■ ii .

ne*

M.iJ
llUlC.

filing of this' libel; that
’ > f the said Wilfred A

nkr.own to your libellant

Rockland. Blaine
mattie g

THURSDAY. THANKSGIVING DAY

Hit No. 2

Continuous Show, 2.30 to 10.30

BLACK GOLD . . . OIL!

this

TODAY------BARGAIN DAY

ANY SEAT
ANY SHOW
ANY TIME
ADULTS 25 CENTS
CHILDREN 11 CENTS
“WORLD AT WAR”

‘“HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME” LATEST NEWS EVENTS

nib

LATEST NEWS

,
THURSDAY ONLY

INDIVIDUALIZED

Superior Court,
ln Vacation
Nov 14. A
D 1942.
• mg LIBEL. Ordered.

Office

OIL
PERMANENT

•• mt give notice to said
Roberta to appear before
C' urt to be holden at
hln and for the County

$3.00

• ’ond Tuesday of Feb- |

I 1: il. bv publishing an 1
F
dd Libel, and this I
thre<- weeks suc'-sslvc• - ■ r Oii/ette. a newspa-

>i kland tn our Coun!• ’ publication to be
t
-it prior to said sec.1 Of frbn*arv next, that
|r and then in our said
1 and -.how cause. If anv
’ the prayer of said Libelnot be granted.
TOWARD P MURRAY,
ire of the Superior Court.
Of the libel and Order of
I

get-together and supper Wednes
church, the W.C.T.U. and Mis
day.
Justin Ames has recovered from sionary Society in which organiza
an ill tium and resumed his work tions she lrad taken an active part
as long as health permitted. Bear
at the Warren wcolen mill.
ers were J. C. Creighton, John
Mrs. Bertha Bryant has had the
Howard, Leroy Hemenway and Ray
ell cf her hcuse shingled the past
mond Thurston. She is survived
week and other repairs made. Aldus
by
several nieces and nephews.
Brothers of Appleton being the
II
workmen.
LINCOLNVILLE
Miss Inez M Butler. Miss Maryi
Blake, Miss Claribe'.lc Miller and! Mary E. Peavey. 72, wife of James
Mr s Lizette Noyes a’? employed at H. Peavey died Friday at her home.
Funeral services were held Monday
the State Hospital. Augusta.
- Funeral rites were held Thursday from the residence. She is survived
from the residence, fcr Mts. sephia by her husband, a daughter, Mrs.
Shepard Who died last Tuesday at Mabel Alexander; and a great
the home of Mrs. Blanchard in Ap grandson, Raymond Snowdeal of
pleton where she had been residing Camden.
for the Winter. Rev. Z. Andrews
officiated. Mrs. Shepard will be
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work ,
keenly missed by members of tire Wonders!

ROBERTS

MANAGEABLE

t

J. FRED MacWILLIAMS
J. Fred MacWilliams, aged 63,
Allene Thelma Knowlton and
Oiva John .Lampinen were married former electrical engineer for the
Saturday in St. Peter’s Episcopal Pennsylvania Coal & Ccke cor
Church in the presence cf the im poration in Cresson, died Nov. 8.
mediate families ar.d a few at the heme of his sen. F. Frazier
friends, Rev. Ernest Ogden Ken MacWilliams, 1905 Mencher Boule
yon using the single ring service. vard. Cresson, Pa.
They were attended by Mrs. Mau
Born in Rockland, Me., Mr.
rice Nash cf Camden, cousin of the MacWilliams made his home in
bride and Randall Marshall of Cresson for 27 years. He was
Rockland. The bide wore a s reet widely known in mining circles as
length dress of orchid with black an expert cn mine ventilation, and
accessories and a corsage cf talis obtained patents on mining equip
man rcses. Mrs. Nash wore black, ment. He resigned from the emand her corsage was small pom plcy of ths Pennsylvania Coal &
poms ard talisman rcses.
Ccke Corporation because of poor
Mrs. Lampinen is a daughter of health.
Mrs. Frank Thompson Jr., cf Rcck
Mr. MacWilliams is survived by
land and the late z^Wi.ton B. his widow, Ethel M. MacWilliams,
Knowlton and is a graduate cf to whom he was married Dec. 16.
Rcckland High Schocl in 1938. and 15C0, at Providence, R. I. He also
is employed at the Corner Drug leaves one son, F. Frazier Mac
store.
Williams, mentioned above.
Mr. Lampinen is a son of Mr. and I
Funeral services were conducted
Mrs. Austin Lampinen cf Thcmas at the H. M. Picking & Sons Fu
ton. He is a graduate of Rockland neral Heme by Rev. Jchn H. Stan
High School and Higgins Prepara ton. pastor of the Westmont Pres
tory School and has been employed byterian Church. Burial was in
ar, welder at the Bath Iren Works. Forest Lawn Memorial Park.
Following a short reception at
Active pallbearers w’ere Leo
the home of th? bride they left im Brannan, William Montgomery,
mediately for a short wedding trip. Harcld Boland, Robert Connacher,
On the return Mrs. Lampinen will Fred Veil and Walter Williams, all
make her home at 14 Pleasant St. i ci whom formerly worked with Mr.
Mr. Lampinen leaves Dec. 2 to join MacWilliatms. Honorary pallbear
the armed forces.
er- were Bcyd Williams, W.2 A.
He r tzc g. Harry Kassler, George
• Nichelson, Harry Zieme, William
UNION
Wade, W. T. Kringle, Frank Leo,
Mrs. Emma Ryan is residing in
i
Ncrth Union for the Winter, board S T. Cawley, Russell Townsend,
ing with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. ' Albert Shettig, A. L. Hunt. Dr. Alj fred Bergstein, Edward Aurandt,
Perry.
James Abrams, Howard Hughes,
Charles Howe, Jr., is among the
Donald Connell and A. L. Dunmire.
latest lucky deer hunters.
—
From a Pennsylvania newspaper.
Mrs. Irving Rich, who has been
Mb. MacWilliams was a graduate
ill, is gaining slcwly.
cl Rockland High School, and his
Mrs. Laura Daniel.- was slipper
guest Thursday of Mrs. Jennie friends here were very proud of the
record he established for himself
Thurston.
The Men's Brotherhood enjoyed a in Pennsylvania.

Second Hit

PERMANENTLY

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50, $4.00, $5.00 .

i

WTtf

j

hereon.

LTON M. GRIFFIN, C.erk
105-T-109
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GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND, ME.,

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
FIRST KNOX COUNTY SHOWING!

Beauty... Rhythm... Laughter... Great Song

Thanksgiving Treat

Main Course
GLORIA JEAN
DONALD O’CONNOR

in

“IT COMES

i

I

’’

TEL. 142

UP LOVE”
Music and Laughs Galore!

Our Appetizers Include Several
of the Finest Selected Short
Subjects

music

oy dtnumt

mkn

u w m o • r* r

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
lei, str, a Fiatterful of
Entertainment Fit for a King!

• e # •

LAMPINEN-KNOHLTON

Starts Friday, “The Glass Key”

HAP.HY E Wil BUR
Notary Public.

ih*

T

Today: Abbott and Costello in “Who Done It”

Wednesday Night, 11.30, Midnight Show
B. Crosby, B. Hope, D. Lamour in ‘Road to Morocco'

The songs of birds are produced
at the lower end of the windpipe,
so cutting the tongue to aid their
i voice is not only useless but cruei.
• • » •
Husbands are in hopes the short
age of metal will save them many
a prick from the superfluity of pins
in shirts direct from the store.
• • • •
Newspaper editors so often refeto bices in Congress. Could they
by any chance mean block heads?

demonstrate the use of milk
WO girl clubsters of South
drinks for better health. As state
Paris, Oxford county, Janice
Ripley and Louise Hammond, both winners they receive all-expense
16, are Maine’s entry in the na trips to Chicago through the Kraft
tionwide 4-H dairy foods demon Cheese Company, which also pro
vides $2,800 in college scholar
stration contest which this year
will be held during the 21st Na ships for the eight first and sec
ond place teams in the finals
tional 4-H Club Congress in Chi— cago, Nov. 29-Dec. 2. The girls i there.

THURSDAY—ALL DAY—ALL SEATS 40c; CHILDREN He

1942

ATI Ol MAINE
fnox.
s
• nd sw "n to before
• \ of November. 194?

id.

By K. S. F.

Matinee Shows, 2.30, 4.30. Evening, 6.30, 8.30

lined by reasonno colluand the
A Roberts to obtain a
there is a minor child,
'v F Roberts age 14 years.
IE she prays that a dldecreett betweer her and
Ifred A Roberts for the
' 1 forth and that she
ided the custody of said
• th.it there Is
t your libellant

f November.

with
LLOYD NOLAN
MARJORIE WEAVER

THE LYRIC MUSE

NIGHT BEFORE THANKSGIVING

Hits

Delaware is little gecgraphieally.
But it is big in every other way.
In fact, it is called “The Diamond
State” because it contains so many
riches within a small area. It is
rich in its history, its miltary and
naval heroes, its venerable homes,
churches, and public buildings and
in its institutions and traditions.
But most important, it is rich to
day—in its industrial and agricul
tural opportunties — rich in itsl
citizenry who invite other Ameri
cans to discover what a grand
place Delaware is, in which to visit
—work and live.
• • • •
Second Class Seaman Robert
Sturgeon, eighteen years old, Mid
way Battle veteran and survivor of
the destroyer Hammann, talxs with
his mother in Norfolk. Va., from a
wheelchair in Pearl Harbor hos
pital. Women of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
donated funds for a wounded man
to phone the folks back home.
Nurses in the Pearl Harbor hospital
chose Sturgeon as the lucky man.
• • • •
Portland Oregonian: To circum
vent the gas scarcity, an eastern
motorist is experimenting with a
charcoal burner.
A short spin
around town, and the steak is
grilled.
• • • •
Pupils in the Houlton schooxs
earned $13,473.44 from their help in
the harvesting cf this Fall’s po
tato crop. Good beys and girls.
♦ • # ♦

The word. “Gethsemane” is the
Hebrew word for wine-press.
• • • •
Why not nave a city drive or
rats? It is estimated that the rats
in this country destroy as much
every year as 2,000.000 farmers can
produce. Make a real sport of the
event and offer prizes to the one
who brings in the most tails.
♦ ♦ • ♦

At one time sea level was at
least 10.000 feet lower than at the
present time. Have leaves dene all
this? Speaking of leaves, this city
has been wonderfully well taken
care of this Fall by the city
fathers.
• • ♦ ♦

Didi it ever occur to ycu that
most divorces are tlie result of in
come patibility?
• • • •
A successful man is cne who
earns more than his wife can
spend. A successful woman Ls one
who finds such a man.
« ♦ * *

“Booth Tarkington has written
thirty bocks in pencil. And his
advice to young writers is in
variably the same; ‘Use pencils.
Write cn thick paper. Sharpen
two
three dozen rather soft
pencils before you work. Use pen
cils with erasers cn them—and use
the erasers! No other combination
recommends itself so well—for the
ease with which the material is
shaped and altered and reshaped.
Ink and typewriter ‘set’ too quick
ly, like Plaster-of-Paris—make cor
rection less easy. Use pencils. ’ ”
• • • •
From a Portland newspaper:
The N.E.A., cne of this country’s
largest news and news-feature
i syndicates seems to be worried
, about a recent event in Maine. The
. N.E.A. editorial-writer asks:
I "Will somebody tell us why for
mer Governor Brann of Maine has
been given a $25,000 job as labor
concilator for two Maine ship
yards. one a Todd enterprise?"
Then the N.E.A. writer con
tinues:
"The Todd yards have enjoyed
first class labor relations for a long
time now. Recently Todd retained
Mr§. Elinore Herrick, one of the
country's outstanding labor experts
ar.d up to then New York regional
director of the Nationad Labor Re-1
lations Board, to supervise its em
ploye relations. Mrs. Herrick is
amply competent to handle her job
without the assistance of an ex' governor.
“And the $28,000. of course, is
added to the bills presented to the
taxpayers, since the shipyards arc
working 100 percent on government
production ”
Weil—why?
Or, if you prefer, why not?

The Woman’s Educational Club
closed its season of picnics Friday,
when Mrs. Minnie Miles enter
tained the members at her home
cn Ocean street.
Tlie afternoon patriotic devotions
were led by the following members:
Lord's Prayer. Mrs. Rebecca In
graham; 23rd Psalm, Miss Cora
Perry; and In Flanders Fields,,
Mrs. Evie Loring. Pour life mem
bers were present: Miss. Annie
Haim, Mrs. Cora Haraden, Mrs.
Mary Perry' Rich and Miss Bertha
Orbeton.
,
.
The secretary reported cn the
previous picnic held at the home
of Mrs. Lena E. Merrill and the
treasurer reported on membership
dues.
At 6 o’clock a fine banquet was
enjoyed" by 50 members and guests.
Three ministers were guest speak
ers Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead of
the Methodist Church, subject,
“Post War Punishment," who said
the question aTises as to who
should be punished, and how. after
this terrible struggle ends. An
open forum followed. The next
speaker was Rev, Francis E. Whit
ing, associate pastor of the First
Baptist Church, whose subject was,
“Christian Citizenship as it Applies
to Education.” Mr. Whiting held
tiie clcse attention of his audience
and was very much enjoyed. He
also discussed the liquor question in
the United States. Five Key Wom
en were present, Mrs. Mary P.
Rich, Mrs. Etta Covel, Mrs. Cora
Haraden, Mrs. Clara Sawyer and
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham.
Rev. Audrey S. Bishop cf War
ren talked about two mountains,
the Caucasian and Ural, especially
with reference to battles being
fought in these mountains.
The club voted to have a banquet
at its first Winter meeting at
Grand Army Hall in January, the
date to be announced. Mrs. Flora
Ulmer was apixrinted chairman of
tiiis banquet. Gov. Sewall is to
be cne of the speakers. It was
voted to give subscriptions to
magazines to members securing $5
in membership dues this year.

MRS. GRACE BRITT
Grace H. Britt, widow cf Rich
ard H. Britt, died Friday, follow
ing a brief illness. Mrs. Britt was
bom in Rcckland, daughter cf the
late Charles M. and Rose A. Har
rington.
She graduated from Rcckland
High School and Farmington Nor
mal Schocl, and taught several
years at the Tyler building. Fol
lowing her marriage to Mr. Britt,
a mining enginety cf Missouri, she
lived in Mogollon, New Mexico, and
in Springfield, Mass., returning to
Rcckland several years ago. Mrs.
Britt was a member cf the Itooevik
Club.
Survivors are a sen, Richard H.
Britt of Washington, an engineer
in the U. S. Navy department; a
sister, Mrs. Henry H. Randall of
Portland, and a brother, Francis E.
Harrington cf Hartford, Conn.
Services, conducted by Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald, were in Rus
sell Funeral Home, Monday after
noon, and interment was In Achorn
cemetery. Bearers were, William
D Talbot, Harry M. I*ratt, Leforest
A Thurston, Elmer B. Crockett.
Charles M. Richardson, Harold W.
Whitehill, Clinton J. Bowley and
George L. St. Clair. There was a
profusion cf floral offerings.
Those attending the service, from
out of town, were, Mr. and Mrs.
Randall and Mrs. Katherine Kahili
of Portland; Richard H. Britt and
Mrs. Cail E. Herrick of Washing
ton, D. C., Francis E. Harrington
of Hartford, Conn., Mrs. Oscar E
Langer cf Belfast, and Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Edgar A. Ames of Thomaston.

Publication Limited to Brief
Poeme
of Original Oompoeltlon
By Subscriber*

FALL TIMB
(For The Courier-Gazette J
Oh, an untidy wench Is Autumn
With her brilliant flaunting ways.
The loveliest of our yearly stock
Is this gaudy creature of field and
’ walk.
Causing all her admirers to burn and
rake
Leaves that clutter and order forsake.
Battalion* rushing hither and yon.
Gold and cardinal, bronze and faun
Tucked ln doorways or under hedge.
Filling up gu tiers with Uttered wedge
This ls the changing seasons pledge
To peoples aU with shivers sledge.
Health will follow If care Is stressed
To stuff the larder with food down
pressed
Vitamins rich that keep out chill
Vegetables plenty and fruits that fill
Needs for health while germs they kill
And banquets delicious are ours at
will.
Over the mountains and over the seas
Winter comes swinging in winds that
freeze:
Then she mantles all nature with snow
Creating rapturous (beauty aglow
With spirit of Christmas as blessings
flow
From hand divine for all peoples below
K S. F.
Rockland

at mat«
THANKSGIVING

FOR

FOOD

|For The Courier-Gazette]
For all which God has created Tor meat.
Blessed to all who with thanksgiving
eat.
Every good creature of God's perfect
t-„„
Sent through the sunshine and rain
AawXil dOOVe
We would be heartfully grateful al
way.
Oladly appreciate Thanksgiving Day.
And for the Bread of Heaven God
gives
Upon which the soul of man alone
lives.
For the “sincere milk of the word.”
Choicest of viands on mortals con
ferred.
Too for the Christ-given Water of Life
Our hearts with thankfulness ever
are rife.
Yes for the Tree of Life promised on
High
For Its rich fruit we shall eat by and
hy
When we shall come to the Lamb’s
marriage feast.
Some from the west and some from
the east.
Never to hunger and thirst any more
Gratefully now let us Heaven adore.
Allison M. Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

K HM M
FIRST THANKSGIVING
’
(For Tlie Courier-Gazette|
The flrst Thanksgiving on our soli
Was held before the Plymouth band
Surviving hardship, death and toll
Had reaped a harvest from the soli.
Upon Monhegan s rock bound strand
On August Ninth ln Sixteen Seven.
Afar from native English land
There Popham's people kneeled to
HeavenFor friendly tides and favoring breeze,
For safe arrival on this sod.
For guidance through the unknown

They reverently thanked their God.
Allison M. Watts

Jamaica, Vt.

HHHH
THANKSGIVING HYMN
[For The Courier-Gazette|
Father, to thee our hearts we raise
(O hear us while we pray)
And lift to thee our songs of praise
On this Thanksgiving Day.
For earth, and sky and sun so bright,
all mature s eiits so free—
But more for “Freedom’s Holy Light,”
vVltn right to worship thee.
Wc thank thee. Lord, thro‘ weal or
woe
For Inner Joy and peace;
To theee, from whom>all blessings
flow,
May glad songs never cease.
Wliat though, at time*, the prayer tu
thee
Brings not what we request.
Thy kindly Judgment’s equity
The future will attest.
For. thy creative Spirit still
Sustains the work begun
With the first morning star and will
Thro' the last fading sun,
We thank thee for our valiant men,
Of high and low estate;
Odd grant their struggle .be not vain.
From this sad world to purge the stain
Cf tyrant rule and hate.
-by Annie L. Raymond
Revere. Mass

MRS. ANNA BROWN
Anna M. Brown, 74, widow of
Fred Brown, died Monday. She
was born in Brunswick, Germany,
and had lived in Rockland the past
50 years. Mrs. Brown was a mem
ber of Winslow-Holbrook Unit,
American Legion Auxiliary.
Survivors arc two sons, Claxcnce
F. Brcwn of Lewlstcn, and, .Nestor
S. Brown cf Rockland; and six
grandchildren, Pvt. Howard Brcwn
of the Signal Corps, Fort Mon
mouth, Red Bank. N. J., Donald,
Elizabeth and Genevieve of Lewis
ton, Richard S. Brown, Cadet,
US.N.R., of Rcckland, and Mrs.
Creighton Parker of Arlington,
Mass.
Services will be at the residence
of Nestor S. Brown. 188 Maverick
street, Wednesday afternoon at 2
o'clock. Rev. J. Charles MacDonaitl
officiating. Interment will be in
Achom cemetery.

MRS. KATHERINE SMITH
Katherine Smith, 70, widow of
Walter D. Smith, died in Rockland,
Sunday. Mrs. Smith was born in
Thomaston, daughter of James
and Katherine Ferguson Diamond.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith resided in
Brookline, Mass., several years,
coming to Rockland 11 years ago.
She is survived by a brother,
James Diamond and a sister. Miss
Minnie Diamond, both of Rock
land.
Services will be in Burpee Fu
Por dependable radio service
neral Home, Wednesday at 2 p. m
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D. D„ effi- call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
ciating.
Interment will be in 517 Main street Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60 tf
Thomaston.

BEAUTY SHOP EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE
PERMANENT WAVING MACHINE
DRYERS, CHAIRS, STERILIZERS, ETC.

, VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND
Alolila Wynne. Owner

TEL. 1123-W
iOT-lt

1
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A. Brown, late of North Haven, debetween friends so far apart, were
ISSUED
ceased, flrst and final account filed I
of several days’ duration. They
In Probate Court
TUESDA’
by Florence M. Brown, executrix; I
AND
were not infrequent, however, and
Edward C. Payson, late of Rockland I
it seemed inevitable we children
FRIDAY
Wilts Allow ed: Freeman A. Brown deceased, flrst and final accou.it ,
should see much of each other. As
filed by Gertrude A. Payson, execu. i
Being In the Nature Of a Biography of Com time marched on and we grew apace late of Vinalhaven, deceased, Laura trlx;
Helen M. Smith, late of Thom. 1
E.
Brown
of
Vinalhaven
appointed
1 came to regard Miss Blood as my
Established
mander G. H. Reed, D. C., U. S. N.,
real girl in a series of passing fan exx.; Wm. F. Overlock, late of War aston, deceased, first account filed J
cies in sweethearts in my home ren, deceased. Helen B. Overlock of by National Bank of Commerce of I
Warren appointed executrix; Flora Portland, trustee; John Halvorser.. I
Written By Himself
town.
E. Davis, late of Port Clyde, de late of Rockland, deceased, first |
There were difficulties, of course,
ceased, Nelson B. Davis of Newton and final account filed by Martha 1
Begins Next
in my courtship, and depressing
(Seventh Installment)
; drunk himself he cculd hardly sit disappointments too. My heart and Highlands, Mass., appointed execu E. Welch, executrix; Addison G 3
Meet the Ri
The ccming of the electric rail- on the bench. I saw personal spite my back were both nearly broken tor and Forrest R. Davis of Port Youhg, late of Camden, deceased a
of Wi
f road to Hampden marked the be- and harmful jealousies vented on on the day I paddled a canoe six Clyde appointed agent in Maine: flrst and final account filed by |
Francis
H.
Maloney,
late
of
South
Annie
G.
Young,
executrix;
Lilliaa
1
, ginning of a change in the life of < helpless people for whom there was miles down the river from Bangor
Beginning on mJ
Thomaston, deceased, Grace A. A. McCarter, late of North Cush- 1
■ the town Previously Hampden had no redress and learned there was in order to take my girl canoeing,
there will be a ne
I been an independent community, nothing I could do to prevent it. I only to find that my aunt Louisa Maloney of South Thomaston ap ing, deceased, flrst and final ac- I
$9,000,000,000 of I
quite sufficient unto itself. Its rela saw a baby killed, visited a murderer ■wouldn't let her go. So I paddled pointed executrix; Adella N. Town count filed by Frank D. Elliot, ad- I
send,
late
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
curltles to meet ttj
minlstrator.
tive isolation had given it dignnv ln his cell, got an inside look at wearily back again against the
Adella
T.
Kirkpatrick
of
Thomas

Petitions for Probate of Will Pre- | the war.
and standing among other towns of local politics, and. all in all. obtained current and against a head wind
its kind, and it was proud of its a liberal education in grief, greed. sc- strong I had to weight down the ton appointed administratrix with sented for Notice: Charles K. Mac- I
In a statement
Whinnie. late of Rockland, de- I
guile and g aft that staggered me. bow of the canoe with a big rock the will annexed.
origin and developme-.t.
Nelson
McDougall I
Petitions
for
Administration ceased, Grace M. MacWhinnie and
Then I was fired. Abruptly and
Somehow the street cars changed
tc keep from being turned around
Chase. Portland
all that. Their advent robbed finally. Ed. Boutelle, the ed.tor of by the force of the breeze. Even Granted: Sylvanus C. Pierpont, late Elizabeth Jane Post, both of Rock
the campaign foHampden of its Individuality and my paper, thought I was loafing cr. tually I got there, but there has of Washington, deceased, Percival land, named executrices; Wallace
C.
Pierpont
of
Thomaston
appoint

Egerton,
late
of
Newton,
Mass.,
de

my
job.
I
was,
too.
I
suppose,
fo
’
said:
made it just another suburb of Ban
never been any canoeing in our ed administrator; Fred D. Achorn,
ceased, Josephine H. Egerton of
gor. This, of course, meant noth- mcst cf the time I was engaged in family since.
“The new progranj
i late *of Rockport, deceased, Earle Newton, Mass., named executrix
ing to me at the time. It was prog gathering small items concerning
taken through the
School days
days II did
did a D. Achom of Rockport appointed
ress then. It gave everybody in lodSe meetings and church suppers j In
In my High
H*8h School
Petitions for Administration PreSteamer “Mineola’ which figures in today’s yam. She was St. George built in 1901 and especially loved by
ings: 26-year J9%%
:e to
visiting myself at Miss Blood *8 administrator; N. Cook Sholes, late | sen^ecj for Notice: Harry Bishop,
town a chance
to get
get aa job
job in Ban- ! and P^le visiting in town, and the J
Tenant’s Harbor folks.
VT,
a 1 V. m asAW* zl
Artrvrt OOzl Marion TX7
*
home
and
made
two
discoveries.
of
Vinalhaven,
deceased.
W.
job
had
lost
its
interest.
15, 1068, callable 1)1
late of Camden, deceased, Georgs
gor and still be able to live at home,
Deor Steamboat Editor:
’ some shopping and a visit to the that undoubtedly caused the wor and it was great stuff.
I
discovered
that
Miss
Blood's
Sholes
of
Vinalhaven
appointed
ad

The $8 per week, part of which
be issued in coupoJ
H. Thomas of Camden named ad
The article you recently printed ! barber, whose name I cannot re- ried pilot to believe that some
form at the option!
A line of poles went up among 1
been turning in to apply on grandfather had been A. G Luce, ministratrix.
ministrator; Austin B. Vinal. la's
Petition for License to Sell Real of Vinalhaven, deceased, Albra V.
about the “Pemaquid” and some of cal1 but who informed us that he craft had gotten astray and was the ancient elms and maples which I the family grocery bill, had hardjy whose ship, the Ocean Eagle, was
1% per cent bond il
could “marry us, bury us or put- us right on top of him. Nothing I shaded and made beautiful the main been missed before I had another the first ship to be seized by the Estate Granted: Estate, Fred W. Smith and Dora V. Boman, both of
1948; and a 7» pe [
the others that ran through the in jail” and who had a red-plush could say served to stop him.
street of the village, the road was
on ^he Bangor Commercial at Confederates at the outbreak of Cassens, late of Camden, deceased, Vinalhaven, named executrices.
certificate; and thq
Reach was a nostalgic bit for many j upholstered barber chair with
Finally the steamer loomed widened to accommodate the tracks,, $13 per week. Then, at 26 years of the Civil War, and I discovered filed by J. Herbert Gould, executor.
Accounts Presented for Notice;
tinned sale of War
of us. I wish that correspondent swan’s neck arms in the rear of through the fog, her engines and every half hour the big yellow age I w’as qrtarried.
that my grandmother had ironed
Accounts Allowed: Estates Annie Estate Loretta Caminoni, late of
sale of Tax SavirJ
I don’t believe anyone can write my new W’hite duck pants so that A. Stevens, late of Rockland, de C&mden, deceased, third account
would make other appearances in the store he conducted. Also his stopped in that dangerous stretch! cars clattered by only a few yards
weekly sales of DisJ
print. His style indicated that rabors were like scythe blades.
of water and an anxious skipper from the front doors of the quiet of his marriage, particularly if it’s the creases were in the sides of the ceased, first and1 final account filed filed' by The Canal National Bunk
Bills.
probably his amateur standing
We had made the acquaintance in shirt sleeves hanging from her houses. Gongs banged and people been a happy one. and not slop over. legs lather than fore and aft as by J. E. Stevens, executor; S. B. Ler of Portland, trustee.
“It is particular
might be questionable. Try to stir of a young man who was vacation pilot house window. By merest smiled brightly, while the dogs in I shall therefore restrict the ro they should be. This last discov mond, late of Thomaston, deceased,
Petition for License to Sell Real
reach all of the in
him up for some more of that ing at the Port and whose idea of chance the cut-up refrained from the neighborhood took to the woods mance in this record to a few plain ery was by far the more import flrst and final account filed by Eliza Estate, Presented for Notice: Estate
of securities in tl
facts and let it go at that.
good, wholesome gazing into the solid enjoyment included frequent tooting the horn until we had and hid.
ant and it didn't help any when I beth T. Lermond, executrix; Jesse William P. Walsh, late of Rockland,
plans are being ma|
Carolyn Sumner Blood and I met arrived back home and my grand
past.
applications of fire water. Seem sneaked past and were swallowed
After that Hampden, to me, was
deceased, filed by Joseph Walsh,
tory' Fund Commit"
on
the lawn of my home in Hamp mother insisted that she always had with a camera I had borrow'ed administrator,
Recently I was reminded of an ingly, he always had a supply with in the fog again.
never the same.
The old square
this purpose. The ij
incident that occurred more than him.
I do not know if it was Captain building on Main street, where Han den at that period in my career ironed grandpa’s pants the same irom Sam E. Connor whom I met
banks and security
30 years ago and which may in
He invited himself on our trip Kennedy who was the victim of j nibal Hamlin once had his office. when I was wearing shirtwaists and w’ay.
on the platform of the B and A
There were 390,000 producing oil
ance companies and|
terest the Steamboat Brotherhood Everything went well until we were that hoax but as I was known to still stood there aloof and alone rompers. A little lamb named
wells in the United States in 1940
operating to the
Eventually, and despite these station in Houlton.
The locale was Port Clyde In on our way home I had a couch both, as well as about everyone else [ The two British soldiers in their Sancho Panza served us for an in tragic interludes, we were married
as
compa -ed with only 197,000 in
Getting married in 1906 present
Financial circles e>
those days Mrs. Green and I va shell in the dory for use as a fog in Port Clyde, I never discussed the I graves in Sarah Curtis’ front yard troduction and then passed out of
ed few problems to a young man 1917.
of
the improved f«>
at
Mrs.
Blood
’
s
home,
18
Union
cationed there and always we had horn. The end was sawed off in matter ashore—and I never per-! still slept there undisturbed; the the picture.
with a job. People in those days
financing."
street,
Rockland,
and
we
were
How many men of today owe their
friends with as. That was before the approved fashion and by proper mitted that chap to enter my boat Spofford house, built and once occu
Relief for Miseries of
driven away from our wedding in didn’t weigh the possibilities of the
many of the cottages had been manipulation of the lips a whale again.
pied by an ex-librarian of Congress, real happiness in life to an animat one of the first practical automo future so carefully then as they
PLEA FOR Tl
built on Land’s End.
We used to go down to the back was still the show place of the ed lamb chop. I have no method of
of a noise could be conjured out
seem
to
do
now.
There
were
tin
biles—a little Stanley Steamer—
Editor of Tlie Counl
I had a heavy halibut dory rigged of it. Our bibluous passenger dis shore in early evening, build a town, and the rotting timbers of \ knowing, but I cheerfully acknowlshowers and) quilting bees and hope
which
stopped
at
every
watering
Our President anc
up with a temperamental one- covered it, practiced a bit and from small fire right where rocks and the old U. S. S. Adams were still ed8e the debt myself, and proceed
trough between Rockland and chests to help them, land was
U.
S. Senator Ralpl
cylinder Knox motor and in that then on made life miserable.
soil joined and sing songs and talk visible at low tide in the river just t0 **~s consequences.
Put 3-purpose Va-tro-nol up each
available
for
gardens,
and
brides
and
Second District I
Camden
fcr
enough
water
to
make
My future bride’s mother lived in
craft we ranged far and wide, even
As we came down by Mosquito until the “Boston boat” went west off Treat’s wharf.
nostril. It (1) shrinks swollen mem
Margaret
Chase Sm;l
were
no
chatelaines
but
working
steam
to
proceed
further.
branes, (2) soothes irritation, and
venturing as far as Burnt Island Island we heard the whistle of ward. well outside the Roaring
But the Hampden I knew best Rockland and she and my aunt
vor
more
relief for
(3)
helps
clear
cold-clogmembers
of
the
firm
who
knew
how
We wound up in Grand Falls,
and, on one rare chance, nearly to either the “Monhegan” or the Bull. We stopped that practice be- had gone. Bangor had acquired an- Louisa were friends of many years
ged
nasal
passages,
wififc
S
V
crippled
than
they J
to
cook
Monhegan. In the main, though, Mineola." feeling her way out by cause one night the fire ate into other bedroom and Hampden had standing. Rockland seemed a long New Brunswick, where we took
Follow complete diing
from
their
State!
(To
be
continued)
rections ln folder.
VA-TRO*NOl
we skipped about among the Marshall Point on her run from the overhanging bank and got into lost something it will never regain way from Hampden then and visi’s pictures of everything in sight
With all living pi
islands, caught a lot of fish, sang Portland to Rockland That was a peat bed that had the town wor —not for me, at least.
clothing, and shelterj
a lot of songs and had a darned pie for the pest. He began to ried for a day or two.
I hold no grudge against the street
only common sense
good time in general.
Those were good days and no cars. Like a lot of other young men
answer the whistle signals and he
age pensions from $.'l
The day that I refer to saw a insisted on sounding the wrong one matter what changes may come, in town, I found them a great help
per month. It is uttl
dog day fog pile in from the “fac each time. If the steamer blew time can never deprive us of the in my personal progress. They took
•to live in any city ini
Sr”’
tory” beyond Monhegan We were that she was going to starboard he memories they built up.
me to Frost’s ice house in East
for room and board. <1
to run up to Tenant’s Harbor for would create a succession of toots
Fred C. Green
Hampden where I worked for sev
■ ..
t
. ’7 .. . •
We trust that oil
eral Summer vacations and earned
at the coming Legisl J
down to what seems a little like a $1.25 a day swinging a pick on the.
a bill raising old age I
Hostess List
Chamber 0( Torture huge
tunnel, very damp and musty. : runways when we loaded Ice on
to $60 per month. I \|
Hanging to the rings which are schooners and ships for many tropi
of all Maine’s aged
Rockland Servicemen’s
Mrs. Cuddy Thinks Old New firmly fastened to the walls, are cal ports, a thriving industry then;
INorman Walid
pieces of chains which were used to now almost forgotten.
gate Prison Good Place
Club
They took me to Bangor and to
shackle the prisoners, a silent wit
For Hitler
Wednesday, Nov. 25—1.33 to 4.30. j
a
job on the Bangor Whig and Cou
ness of untold suffering. Many
Mrs. Ivy Brackett; 4 30 to 7.30. Mrs
rier.
First as proof reader, work
New Haven. Nov 12
weird tales are told of Newgate
Gladys Orff. Miss Sarah Block; 7.30 Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ing
nights
and sleeping days, and
prison—and as you view the place,
to 10.30. Miss Lucy Ball. Miss Helen
then
as
a
reporter covering Old
It is obvious that New England you seem to feel the spirit of the
Winchenbach.
Town,
Orono
and (Brewer. I had
stands ready to supply her share unfortunate ones who were con
my little book of passes and then
Thursday. Nov. 26—2.00 to 4.30 in history. Although prisons, like fined there
Miss Betty Beach, Miss Eileen
The place was closely guarded. traveled free, and when the steam
everything else change and develop
Beach; 4.30 to 7.30. Mrs. Keryn ap with the changing world, I believe Tunneling was about the only er City of Portland was lost in the
big storm, which made history that
Rice; 7.30 »to 10.30. Miss Annie
Connecticut has the oldest prison method of escape. The prisoners
Frost, Miss Helen Coltart.
generally had no more than their year, I walked from Hampden to
in New England.
Bangor lat night through the bliz
Friday, Nov. 27—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Let us take a trip to North bare hands to work with, or pos
zard and the drifts which blocked
sibly
a
piece
of
rock.
As
they
drew
Gramby and see for ourselves the
the road and kept the cars from
old Newgate prison, formerly a near the surface and freedom
running,
and it was only the poles
copper mine, which was converted seemed about to be realized, a rude
which
held
the trolley wires and
The Name
into and used as a prison from 1773 awakening awaited them on the
marked
the
w
’ay across Wheelden’s
Maybe that’i
outside, when the sentry, on duty,
to 1827.
flat,
which
kept
me
on
my
course.
One day while motoring through would1 shoulder his flintlock and
That job as a newspaper reporter
reason the
the State and having a strong de fire. Prisoners of that period were
taught
me
much
about
people
gen

sire to see this Chamber of Tor punished for much less than Hitler
erally, and it also taught me much
do so well..
ture. my son suggested we visit the has done.
about
myself.
I
learned
how
gullible
If the punishment of such offal
prison. To reach it from New Ha
I was. I discovered I sympathized
They know how
ven, you travel north over Route as Hitler and his ghost-writers readily with people in various kin Is
Is a Guarantee Of
cold weather.
10, than turn from the main high Benito and Hirohito, depended on of trouble. I avoided argument
me.
I
would
be
for
re-adopting
way to an unimproved road which
whenever possible and, to my sur
With the reduced
Complete Heating
leads to the prison. The first to these ancient prisons for hideouts— prise, I found that I often differed
the military and strategic value of rail
ES, in America, we don’t depend on
of
homes and office
hold your interest as you approach and I don c mean Berchitesgaden— from other folks in their Ideas of
Satisfaction!
roads in war; of the organization detail;
coolies to solve our transportation
heavier underwear
it, is the very small part which ap- v;here they could enjoy in full the
what was right and what was wrong;
of
the
day
after
day
all-out
effort
of
rail

problems.
The
same
mechanical
and
crea

pears above ground, and from the j Nazi way of doing things. "Praise
. . . and at the first
Behind every ton of D. & H. An
what was good and what was bad.
tive abilities which made the United States
road men and women—yes, of the humor
exterior ycu begin to get a general the Lord, and pass the ammuni- Were they right, or was I? I didn't
shortage,
we stocked
thracite lies careful, scientific
the
leaders
in
the
world
of
industrial
mass
and
romance
behind
the
mobilization
of
idea of the tortures the prisoners tion.
Mrs. O. G Cuddy
know. I learned soon enough there
preparation and laboratory test
Come in and see
America’s railroads for war. But that
production in peacetime, and now in war,
were forced to endure.
was
no one to decide these questions
ing by experts . . . your guaran
warm Winter Weal
On ihe outside of the structure,
are responsible for another miracle—the
story can be told only when victory is won.
for me, and the conclusions I drew’
tee of plus value for every fuel
look nice enough fc
you see what is supposed to be a i
miracle of mass transportation by rail
We can tell you that our ingenuity, our
from the observations I made were
dollar spent.
masterpiece of art. portraying
gifts
but are really
confusing.
road. Right now this tremendous trans
brains and our energies are dedicated to
some of the tortures of that period.
A nice old lady left, for me to
a pilgrim.
portation job—the moving of troops, raw
giving our nation the transportation facili
pick up on my daily rounds, a writ
D. & H. ANTHRACITE One enters the underground prison
materials and finished fighting machines,
ties upon which it depends—no matter
by means of a ladder that leads
ten announcement of the birth of a
HEAVY WORK]
food
and
fuel
for
a
nation
at
war
—
goes
what the call, no matter how short the
UNITED
Helps You
son to a couple who had neglected
on steadily, calmly without pause or
notice.
Doris Carle. Mrs. Ada Snyder; 4 30
$3.50 to $1
to be married—and I published it.
STATES
CONSERVE COAL!
break, twenty-four hours every day.
to 7.30. Mrs. Mabel Thomd ke. Miss
When trains are late and crowded, when
A respected citizen was hauled into
Ruby Thornd ke; 7.30 to 10.30. Mrs.
You who live, work and play in New
court for selling liquor without a
usual railroad cars and comforts are
ALL WOOL SW|
Being all pure, it naturally gives
Earl Perry, Mrs. Seymour Cameron, j
license and threatened me with
England are permitted to see only a very
missing, now and again, please under
BONDS
$5.00 to$i:
more heat.
As a result you
Saturday, Nov. 28—1.30 to 4.30,1
bodily harm if I mentioned it; I
little of what goes on behind the scenes.
stand
it’s all a part of this grim business
AND
Mrs.
Fred
Lindsey;
4.30
to
7.30.
Miss
published tfcat, too (but I soit
buy less and you bum less. Be
That is because we are at war—because
of war. You, our New England friends, are
WOOLEN SH|
Mabel Spear. Miss Matilda Leo; 7.30
STAMPS
pedalled it as much as I could). A
sure to order genuine D. & H.
railroads
are
part
and
parcel
of
our
war
helping
us
in
many
ways
through
your
to 10.30. Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mis.
priest tried to bribe me. I saw the
anthracite:
$5.00
strategy.
Ernest Buswell.
sympathetic understanding of the war
recorder of a court sentence a man
The
Maine
Central,
as
all
other
rail

Sunday, Nov. 29—1.30 to 4.30, Miss
to 30 days in jail on an intoxication
job. You are traveling in the middle of
HEAVY WOOL
Laura Fish. Miss Virginia Accardi;
charge when the recorder was so
roads, would like to
the week, you are checking your baggage,
4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. Lenora Cooper,
$6.50
be able to tell you of
you are overlooking the inconveniences
Miss Martha Leo; 7.30 to 10.30, Miss
of war-time service and those rare (we
Erleen Cates. Miss Emma Harding.
BOYS’ WOOL
hope) failures of courtesy caused by taut
Monday. Nov. 30—1.30 to 4.30. Mrs
in Red and Black;
nerves.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.; 4 30 to 7.50.
Black Pl
As long as the war job is first in our
Mrs. Elmer Trask. Mrs. Emerson
CaU 487
$3.50
Sadler; 780 to 10.30, Mrs. G lmore i
minds and hearts, we feel we owe no
Soule, Mrs. Kenneth Spear.
apologies to maa or woman. You would
Christmas G(
Tuesday. Dec. 1—1.30 to 4.30. Mrs.
M. B. & C. 0.
not have it otherwise.
"AL
BOSTON
A. G. Dolliver; 4.30 to 7.30. Mrs. H.
Now On Disji
V. Tweedie; 780 to 1080, Mrs. J. A.
Here is a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the
Buy Early is Our]
Jameson, Mrs. Willis Anderson.
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you’ll
Substitutes—Mrs. Harriet Sllsby
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit Family
Frost, Mrs. Herman Stanley. Mrs.
suites
available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
Listen every Tuesday to the
David McCarty. Mrs. Ralph Stick
Room and bath from $3 — double from $5 — suites from $6
D. A H. ANTHRACITE HOUR
ney, Mrs. Isidor Gordon, Mrs. Ar
788 9. m.—WBZ—WBZA.
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
TEL. 294
thur Marsh.* Mrs. Persis Kirk, Mrs.
CHE Of AMERICA'S RAHROACS-AU NOtUUZfO fOE tK4£
Kenmore
Square
Henry
A.
Burnham,
Mgr.
418
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKI
John Chisholm.
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Whistlin’ Fool” Made Fred Green Mad
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